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College of Technology created
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

Faculty Senate voted yesterday to
change the name of the School of Technology to the College of Technology,
but not without some heated debate.
The Senate took action on a memorandum which was issued to the members of the Senate April 12 from Harold
Lunde, chairman of the Committee on
Academic Affairs.
The resolution stated that effective
July 1, 1985, the School of Technology
become the College of Technology and
the names of the school's academic
units be changed to Department of

Technology Systems and Department
of VisuaTComniunications and Technology Education.
Most of the debate centered around
the budgetary implications of creating
a new college. Some senators believed
more money would be needed for a
college than a school.
Lunde said his committee had done a
Et deal of research before suggestthe resolution to change the
id's name and found that higher
costs would not occur.
"THE EXTRA costs (that opposing
senators referred to) occurred when
the school was given the status of an
autonomous school... in the summer

of 1983," Lunde said. "The increase in
costs won't occur because it already
has."
He said the name change would add
to the prestige of the technology program and would enhance its chances of
gaining outside monies and recruiting
new faculty members.
In other business at yesterday's special-called Faculty Senate meeting, the
Senate voted to adopt a resolution from
the Undergraduate Student Government, but made a few amendments
first.
The original resolution called for a
policy change at the University to
include that faculty be prohibited to

give a test, major quiz, or assign a
major project during the week prior to
final exam week.
The resolution was changed to include that laboratory tests and the
English Proficiency tests not be included in the policy.
Debate of this resolution centered
upon the fact that some senators believed this was restricting their academic freedom.
AFTER SOME debate, the Senate
asked USG President Bob Wade if he
would be in favor of an editorial change
that would replace the word prohibit
with the word discourage.
Wade said no.

USG officers
are sworn in

While this move of the Senate did
change the actual policy adopted,
Wade said the intent remained the
same.
He said while be did not favor the
change in the resolution at first, he
later reconsidered.
"This, is iust as good, it does the
same thing," Wade said. "The intent of
what we wanted was accomplished."

Electric plant
supported by
city officials

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Mike McGreevey and Brad Krider were sworn
in as president and vice-president last night at the
last USG meeting of the year. Nine at-large
ntatives were also look their oaths of

by Don Lee
staff reporter

McGreevey, Undergraduate Student Government president, commended the work done by the
previous administration and expressed his hope
for continued USG success next year.
"USG has been successful and has come a long
way this year," McGreevey said.
In his closing speech, Bob Wade, outgoing USG
president, commented on this year's USG activities.
"Everyone knew that USG needed to go through
some dramatic changes," he said. "There has
been a lot of controversy but I wouldn't change
that. This was the only way that we could make
adequate decisions."
Wade said he planned to remain involved in
campus activities next year in charity and volunteer organizations.
AFTER TAKING office, McGreevey announced
his nominations for cabinet members. His recommendations for the eight positions are subject to
1 by the general assembly next fall, he
In other business, USG voted to fill five organizational representative seats that were up for
approval this spring.
USG has 10 organizational representative seats,
five of which come up for approval each spring.
Voting took place on the recommendations
made by a five member committee, after much
debate within the general assembly.

Debate continued, and the Senate
finally decided to vote within itself
whether or not to change the word.
They voted in favor oi the change and
immediately passed the resolution.

Swin
Tamml Dl
a shot

BG News/ Joe PheJan
f,*junior elementary education major, keeps her eye on the ball as she winds up to take

The high-technology electric power plant proposed for Bowling Green has the enthusiastic
support of city and county officials.
Mayor Bruce Bellard said the city was "very
interested, very supportive" of the proposal.
Alvin Perkins, a Wood County commissioner,
said tte tbrm commissioners supported the proposal. The plant "could mean hundreds of thousands,
even millions of jobs in heavy industry."
The Board of Public Utilities decided Monday
night to approve the proposal pending the necessary Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
permits for the plant, and to make arrangements
with American Municipal Power of Ohio - one of the
city's suppliers of electricity - to provide backup
power until the plant is built and in event of a
breakdown at the plant.
The plant is to be built on Dunbridge Road next to
the wastewater treatment plant east of Interstate
75.
Albert Calderon, a self-described "professional
inventor" who generated the ideas and the engineering for the plant, said Monday that the plant
could be completed and operating 26 months after
the EPA permits, if granted, are received.
CALDERON HAS several patents, including one
for steel mill charging equipment which is in
operation at 13 plants, he said.
• See Electric, page 4.

Understanding can help prevent suicide
by Ellen Zlmmerll
staff reporter

Editor's note: The name of
the girl who attempted suicide
has been changed to protect her
identity.
Lisa came home from a test
that day convinced she had
flunked. She had had very few
hours of sleep over the past few
days, was not eating much, and
had begun "not wanting to live
anymore."
It was the week before finals
last semester. She told her
friend about the test she thought
she had flunked.
"She told me, 'Everything
will be all right. You probably
didn't do that bad.' That Just
made me feel worse because
they didn't understand.
''Because my parents are
paying for my tuition, I was
going to feel like a failure to
them. I didn't feel like I could

communicate with my parents
at all. They had no idea what it is
like at all. They can't relate and
they don't understand the pressures."
Lisa went out to the bars that
night. "I was on the way home
from the bar and just got really
upset. My girlfriend followed me
back to my room. I kept my
hands behind my back and she
didn't know what I was doing,"
Lisa said.
USA ATTEMPTED suicide
and slit her wrists.
"It all happened so quick. I
was in a good mood when I went
out. I wasn't even really thinking when I did it," she said.
She was treated and released
from the hospital, but says she is
"still getting over dealing with
it."
As the second leading cause of
death among college students accidents being number one suicide rates have tripled
among adolescents in the last 30

years.
This year, the University has
recorded five attempted suicides. Last year there were six,
and for each academic year
between 1978 and 1983, there
were three attempted suicides
recorded, according to Public
Safety records.
"There are a gambit of things
that face a college student,"
Roman Carek, director of the
Counseling and Career Development Center, said. Most attempted suicides, however, are
related to social things not going
right and grades are often a
secondary issue, he said.
"Everything comes together
at once, but it's usually things
that have piled up over time.
There may be a whole bunch of
things going on: roommates,
problems at borne, problems
with a girlfriend or boyfriend,
grades. They may be feeling low
at one time - sometimes they've
been drinking - and they think
the only way out is to do (them-

selves) in," Carek said.
"A LOT of people have the
impression that their problem is
unique and it leads them not to
talk. They feel freakish.
"When they're thinking about
it, they don't go around sharing
it with friends. They may give
off signals, but people sometimes get scared off from it."
Carek said the person contemplating suicide may give off
signals that are not picked up.
This may include being depressed, being a loner, or sudden changes in behavior.
"If someone sees those things,
would it be too much to say,
'Hey, what's going on?' I think
sometimes they'll be surprised
at the answers they get," he
said.
There is a crisis period when
the person may be feeling extremely low, Carek said. "If
they can get through that, most
feel better and even wonder why
they tried to do it"

Carek said, however, it is important for the person to reach
out. "If left alone, they get
caught up in their own thinking
and get even more upset.
"Often times we are afraid
that if we mention the word
suicide, we're going to give
them the idea and I don't think
that's true. If they can talk to
someone who is understanding,
often times they will begin to see
things in a different way."
There are services on campus
where people may go to get help,
such as the Counseling and Ca-

reer Development Center. Psychological Services and the
Health Center. There are also
services such as the Wood
County Mental Health Clinic and
Child and Family Services located off-campus.
"Maybe it would make a difference if people knew there
were other cases. I never knew
there were others. I had never
heard anything on this campus.
Maybe it would make them feel
less alone, that they weren't
strange for thinking about this,"
Lisa said.

Graduating seniors'heroes vary
Family and athletes give students great inspiration
Editor's note: This is the first
in a OireeiMut series on graduating seniors. Tomorrow, a
look at whether seniors have
Jobs when they graduate, and if
they believe the University
Placement Services was helpful.
by Benjamin Marriaon
news editor

"Heroes make the sunshine in
the morning ... heroes make
the moon shine brighter, now."
Lionel Richie
Heroes. Almost everyone has
one. Your hero tells others
something about you, and the
society in which you live.
Fifty graduating seniors were
asked who their heroes are, and
their answers varied significantly.
.
Some seniors considered

members of their families to be
their heroes, while others found
athletes and politicians to be
Inspiring.

Heroes

• Tim Cnllea, an elementary/special education mater:
'fay little brother. He inspired
me to go into education of special children with special
needs."
• Katheryn Wilson, maaafemeat brfermaUta irsiems/maxketmg: "My mom and dad.
They have come through a lot
of shit, which shows me life

wont always be rough.'
• Judy Hiatz, public reUtkms
major: "My parents. They have
been such an important influence on my life and have given
me much support"
• Jeff Monteforte, computer
science major: "Movie stars,
sport stars and any other person
who made a $1 million overnight These people recognized
their talents and utilized them to
perfection."
• Cynthia Bashore, a radioTV-fflm major: "Dan Rather. I
love his way of telling the news
'like it really is.' His honesty, his
liberalness,1 and his looks aren't
bad either. '
• Mike Fariae, magazine
joaraalism major: "Far and

away above everyone else - professional athletes. When you,
yourself, have participated in
athletics, you come to realize
just how great they are at their
respective crafts."
• Todd Robseu, a business edncatlM major: "Vida Blue.
When I was growing up, he was
my favorite baseball player."
• Gary Bernard*!, computer
•cteace major: "World B. free!
He came to a dismal basketball
organisation in the twilight of
bis career and gave his all to
turn the Cavs around into a very
good basketball team"
Martens, broadcast
i major: "Geraldine
Ferraro. She brought women
into the media spotlight to show
that women are just as responsible, capable, intelligent and professional as any man."

Composing

m

"«"/*>« Pheun

Sitting In the outdoor ampltheater of the Moore Musical Arts CenterJ
Melody Corkill, Junior music performance major, transcribes big banc
compositions.
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—Editorial
Test a success
With a little confidence and cooperation, Undergraduate Student Government and the University won back some respect from the city Saturday.
After last year's fiasco - "Manville Madness" this year's "Springfest" can undoubtedly be called
a success.
It was a success because the party offered
students the chance to listen to music by five live
bands, eat pizza and drink beer and pop at a
nominal price - in a controlled atmosphere.
Applause for USG and the city for instilling
confidence in the University and its students. The
students did not deserve a chance to redeem
themselves, but the opportunity was granted - we
proved we can be responsible.
For proving we can, applause to the students who
attended the 'fest - all 9,000 of them. No one was
hurt at the party and no property was damaged
with the exception of a few picnic tables.
Compared to last year's damages and chaos, this
year was the needecf sigh of relief for the University
and the city.
USG and the city provided the University and the
surrounding communities a chance to enjoy themselves while not degrading themselves, as was the
case a year ago.
What happened during the madness of Manville
was unfortunate and unpleasant. Many students
had fun, but we do not own this city and it is not our
right to destroy what is not ours.
Throwing rocks at police cars and burning furniture in the middle of an emergency zone is immature and should not be accepted as "good ole*
fashioned fun."
The University community doesn't need to create
a ruckus to have a good time - this Saturday proved
it.
Thanks to USG and the city, we were allowed to
win back some respect ana have a good time,
simultaneously.

Dead cat strategy
helps Turner-types
by Art Buchwald
The move by Ted Turner to
take over the CBS company has
unleashed a series of other attempts by entrepreneurs to go
after communications companies.
A week ago P.T. Raider, who
owns an FM radio station in
Zero Degrees, Wyo., announced
he was declaring war on the
multibillion-dollar Starfish
Broadcasting Company.
At a press conference in New
York, P.T. said he always desired to own a network, and he
felt he could do a much better
job than Starfish in serving the
public.
Although he refused to say
how he would manage the company, he did vow to fire the
entire news staff and replace
them with "American citizens
who believe in God and Jesse
Helms."
Asked how much cash he was
willing to put up for Starfish
stock, Raider said he was offering something better than
money. "I will swap one share of
Raider Communications stock
for one share of Starfish Broadcasting."
When it was pointed out that
Starfish was worth $3 million
dollars and the sole Raider property, FM station VUK, was only
worth $1,200, P.T. said, "I might
sweeten the pot by throwing in a
dead cat with each junk bond."
Asked where he would get the
money to pay for the dead cats.
Raider said once he got control
he would sell off the Starfish
publishing company, the Starfish record division and the Starfish motion picture studios.
"While all these companies
make money, I will not saddle
Starfish with more debt than it

can handle."
A Wall Street Journal reporter
asked Raider if it wasn't true
that the only reason Starfish
would be in such heavy debt was
because of his hostile takeover
bid.
P.T. told the reporter if he
didn't retract the question
Raider Communications would
buy the Journal as well.
A year ago Raider would have
been laughed at for trying to pull
off such a deal. But with the
recent mergers in which takeover barons have been getting
rich by highflying tactics, no one
on Wall Street is laughing at
anybody anymore.
An analyst for Strong & Hairy,
the brokerage firm, said.
"Raider has a good chance of
taking over Starfish. The dead
cat strategy has been used very
successfully in a lot of merger
deals this year. As long as there
are people out there who would
rather have a dead cat than a
live company, P.T. is a threat."
Belton Lewish, who follows
the entertainment business for
Goose & Gander, thought Starfish could fight off Raider.
"But," he warned, "it wont be
cheap. The big boys who invest
for the institutions don't care
what happens to Starfish as long
as they make money out of it. If
they can get in and out of the
stock before the company goes
belly up, they couldn't care if the
Ayatollah Khomeini takes over
the company."
Dalton Dunkirk, chairman of
Starfish Broadcasting, told
Louis Rukeyser on PBS that he
didn't mind Raider's attempt to
take over Starfish as much as he
did having to put P.T. on his
network news every night.
Art Buchwald Is a columnist for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Murder:

'Unacceptable' is all State Department can say
by George Will
As U.S. Army Maj. Arthur
Nicholson Jr.'s life bled slowly
away into East German sou last
month, two Soviet generals, a
brigadier and a three-star, arrived at the scene separately.
These generals - not simple soldiers, but commanders who rose
to high rank by knowing what
behavior satisfies Kremlin expectations - were there during
the withholding of medical care
from Nicholson. During.Nicholson's long dying - the slow-motion murder - the three-star
general asked Nicholson's sergeant, who was being kept away
at gunpoint, why he had shot his
major.
Trie Reagan administration's
response to this crime has been
to treat it like a traffic accident
covered by no-fault insurance,
but the Soviets are having too
much fun to do what the administration wants to do - change
the subject. The Soviets now
say, witn exuberant malice, that
the aoiriinistration wrongly reported that they have agreed not
to murder more Americans.
Six days after the murder, the
irrepressible State Department
exclaimed that it was pleased
that there were going to be talks
about preventing such "episodes." The talks occurred and
the State Department was, of
course, pleased: "We obtained
agreement from the Soviets that
they will not permit use of force
or weapons against members of
our military liaison mission in
the future.''
But now the Soviets, who
clearly are enjoying this, say:
No, we meant what we said at
the time. The United States was
to blame for Nicholson's death,
Soviet soldiers acted properly,
we retain the right to act similarly in the future and, by the
way, the State Department also
"does not correspond to the
facts" when it says we are considering compensation for Nicholson's death.
Not even the State Department could say it was pleased
about that, so it said something
even worse. It called the Soviets
statement "unacceptable." In
State Department usage, "unacceptable is an adjective that
invariably modifies a noun that
denotes Soviet behavior that the
United States will respond to
only by attaching to it the adjective "unacceptable."
The Washington Post story
about this shambles contained
the generic paragraph found in
all such stones: State Department sources said they were
puzzled and taken aback by the
unexpected Soviet blast, and
speculated that it arose from
differences between military
and civilian authorities in Moscow."

What never Is unexpected is
State Department speculation
that Soviet misbehavior is
merely a tactical concession by
Soviet civilian leaders to military leaders. But in this instance, the Soviet military
seems to have been almost reasonable in the talks in Germany,
and seems to have been overruled by the civilians - moderate
Mikhail Gorbachev and company - in Moscow.
Of course the State Department professes itself "puzzled"
by yet another "unexpected"
instance of the Soviets saying
that they meant what they said
in the first place. Were the State
Department ever to concede
that the Soviets mean what they
say (e.g.. Nicholson's death was
America's fault), we would not
need an army of State Department experts to explain what the
Soviets really" mean.
There is one great presidential
power - the power to persuade.
That is why any serious diminution of a president's stature subverts his comprehensively. Does
Ronald Reagan understand that
his non-response to Nicholson's

murder has something to do
with the fact that, six months
after carrying 49 states, he and
aides are engaging in eight-hour
bargaining sessions with legislators, parcelling out presidential authority, negotiating
the micro-management of foreign policy, niggling about who
might administer "non-lethal"
purchases from the micro-sum
(114 million) at issue in the
Nicaragua controversy?
There is a civil war on there,
the most bitter sort of war, the
sort least susceptible to negotiated solution. In England, Russia, Spain, China, Greece and
the United States, civil wars
were won, not dissolved through
negotiations. Yet in a dizzying
series of retreats, the freshly
inaugurated president has been
negotiating about "non-lethal"
(shaving cream? cheese
spread?) aid to the democratic
side in the civil war while a
freshman senator leaves the neCations to appear on the
te House lawn to tell a network-news audience that this
president is moving his, the senator's way.

Words, the carriers of ideas,
have consequences. When you
call the contras the moral equivalents of the Founding Fathers,
and call Nicaragua a Soviet
"beachhead," and then ask for a
trivial sum trivialized by restrictions, and describe the principal alternative plan as "worse
than nothing" and a "shameful
surrender," and then negotiate
in the hope of splitting the difference with this shameful-worsethan-nothing, you are asking for
trouble of the most ruinous sort:
laughter, in the form of snickering-

was our duty to speak out. Hopefully, the city of Bowling Green
will recognize their oversight
and correct this hazard before
anyone else has to suffer.

lem should be dealt with as soon
as possible. We, the members of
People Opposed to Obscene Pigeons, have a solution to end all
of the problems that these disgusting fowls cause.
During the break betweeQ
spring and summer semes'
we propose that a SAC
bomber drop a neutron
over campus. This will eliminate all the pigeons but leave the
buildings standing. The remaining student/faculty population
could be held in a lead-lined
building and be entertained by
the Pointer Sisters. The Pointer
Sisters could sing, "We're just
burning, doing the Neutron
Dance. The proceeds of this
concert could go to a fund promoting other peaceful uses of
the atom.

Congress, too, is in the burlesque. Before the House voted
to destroy Nicaragua's anticommunist resistance, it voted
394-2 to proclaim that the "mupder" of Nicholson was "inconsistent" with a 1947 U.S.-Soviet
agreement. Have a care, Krerrflin: Congress considers such, et,
inconsistencies to be, well, unacceptable.
George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters.
So let's start giving
Last Wednesday night, I sat
down in front of the television.
After switching through the
channels, I settled on a specific
broadcast of ABC's "20/20."
Along with millions of other
Americans, I had the false notion that the United States government had been spending
huge amounts of money to aid
the starving people of Ethiopia.
"20/20" opened my eyes to the
reality of the situation.
The show focused on the efforts of New York City school
children to raise money for
Ethiopia. In a month's time, the
children were able to raise $150,000 The money went toward the
purchase of grain and the chartering of a plane to transport it
to the drought-stricken country
of Ethiopia.
The show also revealed that
the United States government,
in its infinite wisdom, has tied
up relief aid in political red tape.
If is a shame that the government of the richest and most
powerful country in the world
cannot cut through this red tape
and speed up the process of
feeding millions of famine victims in Ethiopia.
The question that comes to
mind is this: Why has no major
group on this campus made an
effort to raise money for the
Ethiopian cause?
During the past few weeks, I
have passed groups in University Hall that are distributing
buttons and pamphlets regarding the issues of apartheid and
the nuclear arms race. Granted,
these are both noble causes, but

the majority of people in South
Africa and areas where nuclear
missiles are stationed are not
This letter is not written in
condemnation of these causes.
Rather, it is a desperate plea for
some kind of concentrated effort
toward aiding the starving millions in Ethiopia.
"We are the World. We are the
Children ... So let's start giving."
Scott P. Wilson
203 Harmon

City is responsible
for train accident
On the evening of April 24 we
saw something very tragic. After hearing a loud crashing
noise, we looked at and noticed a
train had stopped. We ran over
to the Frazee Avenue crossing to
find that a car had been manrby the train. After seeing
horror and pain in the two
victims' faces we knew something had to be done about this
gross negligence.
It is clear that the city is
responsible for this unfortunate
accident. This whole mess could
have been avoided if the city
would take some responsibility
by installing lights, maybe even
gates, at this and many other
crossings.
Having just driven through
that crossing only minutes before, we noticed how bad the
visibility at that spot was. There
were trees blocking our view
and the railroad light never
stopped flashing. We consider
ourselves lucky and thought it

DaveGough
440Darrow
Scott Schaefer
Apt. 31 Frazee Apts.

Thanks for challenge
I would like to thank the "WeNess" Committee for the certificate I received as one of the
recipients of this year's "WeNess" Awards.
There are a number of graduate assistants and teaching fellows who make the students they
learn with a high priority. In
recognizing a graduate assistant
with the "We-Ness" Award you
have called attention to this fact,
as well as challenged us to keep
the thought ever-present that
students are individuals with
feelings and concerns.
n, thank you for this recSharoo A. Showman
Teachiu Fellow
Interpersonal 4 Public
Communication

Bomb the pigeons
We have been silent too long.
The pigeon problem on this camBwas discussed to no avail
year and the problem was
addressed only once this year by
The BG News. We feel this prob-

Todd E. Steinbrugge
349Darrow.
and 14 others.

Correction
In yesterday's edition of the>
News, a caption stated that
Scott Hamilton's performance in "Ice Horizons '85"
was to raise money for cancer I
research.
Hamilton's performances:
in Bowline Green actually:
only benefit cancer researcnt
in alternate years when he:
does the "International Stars 3
on Ice" show. Ice Horizons '85-!
was sponsored by the Bowling*
Green Skating Club.
The News regrets the error.

Local
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Funding supports center
by Dcbra Hoschouer
reporter

If you think a ISO monthly phone bill is
high, try facing a $1,00042,000 bill every
month.
According to Dr. Jerry Wicks, an associate professor of sociology, the bill for the
University's Population and Society Research Center is at least that high.
The PSRC, located in Hayes Hall, conducts surveys - mostly by telephone - for
clients ranging from University faculty
members to the government, Wicks, PSRC
director, said.
"It's a service that the center provides
for the faculty at the University that they
might otherwise not be able to afford, '
Wicks said.
The center pays for professional interviewers and the telephone costs, which
often top the % 1,000 mark, he said.
There are several sources of funding
used to conduct the surveys and to maintain the center.
"Most of the money comes from private
contracts. People call us to conduct surveys and demographical analyses. The
state has called and asked us to conduct
population projections. They pay us a
certain amount, and a portion goes to
maintaining the center," Wicks said.
THE COLLEGE of Arts and Sciences
and the graduate college have been among
other sources, he said. For the past four
Sears, the center has conducted the
reater Toledo Survey as a part of a

graduate course in sociology.
"Graduate students work with a group
of researchers who are interested in studying certain topics, and come up with an
instrument, a set of questions to ask. They
work throughout the semester on the instrument, then the center collects the data
for the course," Wicks said. The student
must then analyze the data and give a brief
report on the findings.

focused on the sociological and psychological factors, attitudes and perceptions that
affect life decisions concerning family
formation and marital satisfaction, Wicks
said.
Last year, the center applied for a grant
to do the follow-up studies, and the data on
350 couples has been completed.
"Well be in the field for another several
months with this one," Wicks said.
The center has done political polling,
surveys on public perceptions of television
advertising, and a general survey of alcoholic treatment centers in Toledo. Not all
of their surveys are done for the Toledo
area, however.
"Two or three months ago, we made a
random selection of all of the hospitals in a
14-state region of the United States,"
Wicks said.

"The opportunity is available to all
faculty, campus-wide," he said.
This year's survey was for sociology
professors Eldon Snyder and Elmer
Spreitzer. The survey focused on leisure
time activity of adults - basically life
satisfaction connected with work and leisure time, Wicks said.
The center polled 500 households in
Lucas, Fulton, Ottawa and Wood counties
in Ohio, and Monroe county in Michigan.
The results of the survey should be analyzed by the end of the'summer, he said.
Wicks emphasized that the survey is still
young, and he'd like to see it continued,
with a variety of disciplines involved.

He noted that telephone surveys make
this possible because they are cost-effective, and have good return rates.
"It's not uncommon for a general survey to have a 73 to 82 percent return rate,"
Wicks said.
"With institutional surveys, such as
hospitals, we may get return rates up in
the 90's. with virtually everyone participating,'' he said.

THE CENTER has conducted many
state and federally funded surveys as well
as the applied research projects.
One of its most recent surveys was
commissioned last fall by the Toledo Area
Regional Transit Authority.

The surveys are random, utilizing a
technique called random digit dialing, in
which a computer generates telephone
numbers to be called.
"It ensures getting random selection of
households within the households," he
said.

Their largest project now is a follow-up
survey of 600 married couples, contracted
with the Center for Population Research in
Washington. Begun in 1978, the survey

NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER

Special Offer

Eating Nutritiously on a Budget
Weight Control
Residence Hall Cooking
Iron Information
Nutrition for Active Lifestyle

Today and tomorrow, 11:00-6: w,
At the Well, Room 220 Health Center
ssssssssssssssssssss

Woods restricted
by Danielle Fischer
staH reporter

Due to problems of vandalism, trespassing and poaching on
Steidtmann Woods, University-owned property south of Portage,
individuals who wish to use the property must have written authorization from the Department of Biological Sciences or risk being
prosecuted by the University for trespassing.
The Wood County Sheriff's Department and University Public
Safety have begun policing the area by "spot checking" it periodically, Dean Gerkens, associate director of Public Safety, said. The
University-owned area of Steidtmann Woods has been marked by
no-trepassing signs.
"We also circulated a note to the residents out there in request for
assistance," Gerkens said. "If they see anyone or hear anyone,
we've asked them to help us monitor the area and call right away."
Gerkens said the response to the request has been "good so far."
Roger Thibault, assistant professor of biology, said his department maintains the property and has used the 65-acre area for tnesis
work, research and field use in the past.
"WE DONT use it much anymore, but that's because it's
unusable for our purposes," Thibault said.
He said the land has been damaged by snowmobiles, three-wheel
dirt bikes, hunters and a tepee that was built on the property.
A laboratory building has been destroyed because its windows and
screens have been broken and power lines have been downed,
Gerkens said.
Thibault said that he does not object to the area being used by "an
occasional student out walking with a dog or by a couple out enjoying
the nature," but he does not want the woods to be destroyed by
parties, campfires or vandals.
"Let s face it, here in Northwest Ohio, we don't have a lot of woods
left," Thibault said.
Written authorization to use the area can be obtained from
Thibault or Reginald Noble, chair of the department of Biological
Sciences.

Domino's Pizza Dellvers.Free

Carousel
Beauty Shop
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•
•

Property vandalized

Dinner for 4
$799

2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2
f599

$5

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
Ask for Peggy
Braiding Styles Available

2-10" one item pizzas

140 E. Woo.t.r. 352-OB00
Mon Sal. 9-5.30. Thurs. ti 8 p.m

^REDKEN
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Good thru 5/10/85

BGSU STUDENTS!

BE A PART OF
UNIVERSITY HISTORY!

Hours.
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

NEXUS

Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539
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About 350 BGSU students are needed at
11 a.m. Wednesday, May 1, to take part in
a special 75th anniversary photograph in
front of University Hall.
The students will form a large "75" for the
photograph which will be used as the
cover of the new undergraduate catalog
and for other publications connected with
the University's 75th anniversary.

from

48 HOURS
with special guest

All students are welcome to be a part of
the photograph.
Clothing with "BGSU" or "BOWLING
GREEN" is preferred. Please avoid wearing shorts.
11 a.m. Wednesday, May 1- In front of
University Hall.
Rain date will be May 2, same time and
place.

Thursday, May 2
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$5.00 w/BGSU ID

Tickets on sale at the Union ticket office,
9:30-5:00 today, 8:00 a.m. until show time
Thursday.
No food, beverages, cameras or recording devices permitted.
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Electric

(Continued from page 1)
Calderon said his company.
gether for the first time.
Calderon Energy Company of
Instead of being burned, coal
Bowling Green, would run the
will be converted to high-templant for the first five years of
perature gas and used to spin
ation and sell electricity to
gas-turbine generators. Waste
city at lower rates than those
heat will be used to generate
offeiired by AMP-Ohio or Toledo
steam, which will power a steam
Edison, the city's other main
turbine and also be made availsupplier. After five years, the
able to the University for heatdry would have three years in
ing. The steam production will
which to exercise its option to
also serve as part of the plant's
buy the plant from Cameron's
cooling system, Calderon said.
company.
THE PLANT will have faciliThe plant could generate
ties to refine sulfur out of the
about 52 megawatts (52,000 kithe plant to use
lowatts) for the city's power
iocoal.
requirements, he said. The plant
operations, such as
will operate as a closed system
coal handling, will be largely
with wastes recycled back into
automated but the plant will still
the operation and kept to a miniemploy between 40 and 50 operamum, he said.
tors and maintenance personAlthough the plant uses sevenel, he said.
ral high-Jtechnology ideas, CalCalderon had first proposed
deron said each component is
his idea in I960 and received
already in use but his plant will
support from then-University
put all of the components toPresident Hollis Moore.

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Feature of the week
605 Second St.
1 bedroom furnished or unfurnished apts.
Quiet atmosphere for the serious student
or professional
Free water and sewer
Very reasonable rates
"Summer Rentals Available"
I 336 S. Main

352-5620

Nontraditionals form group
by Wendy Davy

reporter
You've just had a full day of
classes. You have four chapters to read, a test to study
for, and a research paper to
worry about. Imagine now
that you also have to go home
and cook dinner, do some
laundry, and clean the house
for your family.
Such is the life of most of a
particular group of University students - the non-traditional students.
According to Christina
Miller, a non-traditional student majoring in both fashion
merchandising and art, a
non-traditional student is
usually older than 25 and has
other outside responsiblities
(i.e., marriage, family, job).
Because their situations can
be so different from that of
traditional students, they
may sometimes feel apart
from the rest of the University.
"This is a traditional university that is geared toward
traditional students. Sometimes we feel sort of left out of
things," Miller said.
To meet their needs and
interests, the Non-Traditional
Students Association was recently organized. Miller, the
president of the association,
said there had been talk of
such a group for some time.
"WHEN I first came here
(in 1980), there were not as
many non-traditional students," Miller said. She and a

BG News/Phil Masturzo

Christina Miller
few of the other non-traditional students began to talk
about having their own organization. ''We said, 'We
should have our own organization that understands our
lifestyle,'" Miller said.
' said there were sup-

port groups until a year ago
when it was believed that a
non-traditional women's
group should be formed. It
was later decided that the
ation should be for
men and women. Since
its formation last semester,

the association has provided
support and encouragement
for the non-traditional student.
The University has been
good to the non-traditionai
students, Miller said.

r Dateline

THANKS FOR YOUR
DEDICATED SERVICE
COMMONS'
Joan Potter
McDonna Doolittle
Carol Bockbrader
Terri Brooks
Jane Deitemyer
Lora Graber
Dorothy Hang
Violet Lorenzen
Frances Roe
Josephine Vollmar
Sira Gonzales
Steven Lashaway
Diane Minarik
Willow Vanvorhis
Roselyn K. Crowe

ecure
&\

toroge

874-9309

Gary Heyman
Mae Bechstein
Helen Buehning
Rose Crawford
Georgianna Gilmet

BAKE SHOP
Leona Converse
WiUi Henoch
Lyman Plotner
Carol Schroeder

Wednesday, May 1
Men's Chorus Concert - Chorus
will perform at 1:30 p.m. on the
east side of the Education Building.
Christiaiis in Communication Last meeting of the year at 5:30
p.m. Will meet in front of West
Hall and go to lounge area. Open

to all interested persons.
University Performing Dancers
- Auditions for the 1965-86 troupe
at 8 p.m. Open to all. Sponsored
by the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
201 Hayes.

We Provide You With...
•A Variety ol Sim
•Convenient Hours
• Easy Access
•Security

|For Your Personal Needs.
• Household goods
• Recreational
• Clothing
•Furniture
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AMANI
Lillian Cope
"From Jane Schimpf"

Congratulations
Graduates
i« E. Court 352-4068
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ONLYg99
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COMPACT DISC 12.98

Super Buffet
3.29
All the pizza you can eat
and all the pepsi you can drink.
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lit Mtt Ktfilld C0MMCT DISC

of regular pizza and one foldover
Wednesday & Thursday
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ONLV099
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THESE PLUS
THOUSANDS
OF TITLES!
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COMPACT DISC 12.98
ALL 6.98 LIS1
LP'S & TAPES

1 Free item on any

COMPACT DISC 12 98

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK IS
REDUCED!

Carryout or Delivery Only
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Flyers qualify
by Susan Corbin
reporter

The final practice and plans are being made as the University
Flying Team prepares for the National Intercollegiate Flying
Association (NtFA) Safety and Flight Evaluation Conference.
The team qualified as one of 24 teams in the United States by
placing second - behind Western Michigan - in the regional meet last
tall. Ohio State University, host of the national meet, placed third.
According to Lowell "Butch" Miller, director of ground operations for the club, the main objective of the competition is to stress
safety both on the ground and in the air. "NIFA tries to instill,
through the competition, pilots that will become safer, more
knowledgeable and efficient."
This year's competition, to take place May 9-11, marks the team's
first appearance since 1979.
Members will compete in ground events such as aircraft recognition tests, knowledge of Federal Aviation Administration regulations, and navigational and flying exercises in a simulator. They will
also participate in flight competition, which includes both power-off
and power-on landings, message drops and a cross-country event.
ALL 10 club members, as well as faculty adviser Dennis Lytle,
and coach Ray Heyde, will be going to the competition.
"We really lucked out that the national event will be at Ohio State
University this year," Miller said. "We've been able to go down
there to practice and get familiar with the airport. We've picked out
certain visual "clues"which will hopefully be beneficial to us during
the competition."
"Perhaps the most important thing the club can get out of this
event is recognition," Miller explained. "Once you get recognition,
it's easier to get the needed support and recruits."

Flying high
Dan Schmitz, senior aerotechnology major, takes a left turn and looks

down over rural Wood County in
landings at Bordner Field.

RAs file appeal r
The three former resident advisers who were suspended from
the University for an April
Fool's Day joke have filed with
the University Appeals Board to
appeal that decision.
The RAs, Kristen Reifert,
Cara Hennessey and Dawn Karolick were first removed from
their jobs after they announced
over McDonald East's public
address system that a tornado
had been sighted. They were
suspended from the University

April 22 after a hearing with the
ifudent Arbitration Board.
Studei
Although the students are allowed to remain on campus and
continue with classes until the
appeal process is final, if the
suspension decision is upheld,
they will not receive any credit
for classes this semester.
If the appeal is denied by the
Appeals Board, the only recourse they have is to appeal the
decision to University President
Paul Olscamp.

i
i
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Cessena 150 before practicing
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THonJi*
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Family Independent Pharmacy
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(1) Free Album Page
(2) Coupon Toward Enlargements
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24 Hour Guarantee Service

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING

PHOTO
CONTEST
WINNERS

VOLUNTEERS WHO CARE

1st Place
Liz Allen
2nd Place
Jacquie Pearson
3rd Place
Ted Sch'jltz
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Will you be in Bowling Green this summer?
So you need something extra to do?

BE A PRE-REG
VOLUNTEER
Opportunities Include:
• Greeting New Students
• Giving Tours
• Leading Discussions
1 Free Meal for Each Day Worked

GMffvnnfniMy

Sign up by Wed. June 5 In 405 Student Services

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments
803-815 Eighth St.

* Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

* Field Manor Apartments
542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

* Frazee Ave. Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

* 516 E. Merry Apartments

Summer Rental Rates:

Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)

2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

The listed rate* (or the apt. art for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Air-conditioned units available

12 -15-24-36
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500 E. Wooster
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Demos, Beier teammates on, off court
by Ron Fritz

sports reporter

After this semester, for the
first time in four years, Jim
Demos will be able to sleep
without getting awakened by his
roommate's snoring.
For the last four years, the
Falcons senior co-captain has
roomed with Steve Beier, the
netters' other senior co-captain.
Demos and Beier are also the
number one and number two
singles players, respectively,
and make up the first doubles
tandem for BG.
"Normally, living together
for four years would cause problems, but it hasn't," Beier said.
"We get along great and have
fun. We never bring tennis into
the apartment, we leave it outside the door."
DEMOS IS currently 8-12 at
first singles and Beier is sporting a 14-6 mark at second singles. Together they have shined
at first doubles, where their
record is 15-7.
"I'm especially pleased with
the doubles play of Jim and
Steve," BG coach Bob Gill said.
"They have a good chemistry
between them that I feel evolves
from living together for four
years. Their personalities and
styles of play complement each

other well.
"They really work as a team
out on the court."
After a successful career at
Centerville High School, in Dayton, Demos chose to attend BG
over Ohio State and Miami. As a
freshman and sophomore, he
played first doubles. His Junior
year, Demos played first singles, where he had a 15-14 record
and first doubles.
"Jim has been a leader for us
in doubles for four years," Gill
said. "He is just an outstanding
doubles player and a solid singlesplayer.'
BEIER, AFTER earning allstate honors at Homestead High
School in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
picked BG over Purdue and Indiana. As a sophomore and junior, he held the number two
singles slot and posted a 29-24
record. Last year, Beier also
played second singles with Rick
Boysen and the duo had a 14-11
mark.
"Steve is more noted for his
singles play," Gill said. "He is a
very consistent and steady
player. He forces his opponent to
make mistakes."
The two co-captains also have
to play an important role in
keeping the team and coach in
good spirits.
"They are certainly two of

Sour more free-spirited guys,"
ill said. "They do their fair
share in keeping the team loose.
They keep me a little more offbalance then I should be. I don't
know what to expect from them
next."
Demos and Beier believe that
being such good friends has
helped their doubles play.
We know what to expect
from each other," Beier said.
"We know how to keep each
other loose and concentrating on
the match."
BEIER BELIEVES that they
are succussful in tennis for dif-

Steve Beier

ferent reasons.
"I have had to work hard at
my game," he said. "I'm not an
overpowering player like Jim is,
so I have to work hard at keeping the ball in play. Jim can put
somebody away with his big
serve.
"Jim has more natural talent
than I do," Beier added. "I could
practice every day for weeks
and he could just pick up his
racquet after not playing tor a
while and put me away.
Following graduation, Beier
plans to teach tennis for a few
years and then put his market-

Jim Demos

Falcon icers
sign four more

ing degree to work at an office
lob. Demos is going to hang up
his racquet after school is
through and look for a Job in
sales.
"I came to college with the
idea of getting a degree," Demos said. "I'm glad that my
tennis helped me get a scholarship and be successful at the
college level, but that's about
the extent of my tennis after I
graduate.
"I imagine that in a couple of
years 111 visit Steve in Fort
Wayne, dust off my racquet, and
still be able to beat him,' Demos
said humorously.
DEMOS AND Beier will be
sorely missed in the Falcons
lineup next year, according to
Gill.
"Any time you lose your number one and two, things are
going to be difficult," he said.
"We really don't have anyone
who could step in and replace
them."
Playing tennis not only helped
pay for their education, but it
also brought Demos and Beier
together.
"Not many people can lay
claim to the fact that they had
the same roommate for all four
years in college," Demos
said."Tennis has helped me a
lot. I have a lifetime friend because of it."

Two forwards, a defenseman
and a goalie have signed national letters of intent to attend
Bowling Green next fall,
according to Falcon hockey
coach Jerry York.
The four newcomers are
Greg Parks (Edmonton, Alberta), Clarke Pineo (North
York, Ontario), Alan Leggett
(Wainwright, Alberta) and
Dave Charbonneau (Chatham,
Ontario).
Parks, a S-foot-8, 165pound
center, played with the St. Albert Saints of the Alberta Junior Hockey League, the same
program that produced a trio
of freshmen on last year's
team: Don Barber. Daryn Fersovich and Brent Regan.
PARKS EARNED MVP honors in the AJHL last season by
scoring 38 goals and 72 assists
in 48 games.
Pineo, a 6-foot, 175 pound left
wing, skated for the Dixie Beehives of the Ontario Junior
Hockey League, the same program that spawned current
Falcon Brian McKee. The twotime all star netted 38 goals
and 52 assists in 48 games last
season.
Legget, a 6-foot-l, 195 pound
defenseman, totaled 30 goals
and 42 assists for Hobbema of
the AJHL.
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Ruggers national title hopes
swept away by Wisconsin in OT
by Roger Mazzaretla
sports reporter
The Bowline Green club rugby team's
hopes for a national championanio died on
the wind-swept shores of Lake Michigan
Sunday as the Falcon ruggers lost in sudden
death overtime to Wisconsin, 8-4.
BG had knocked off Ball State and Notre
Dame Saturday and appeared within striking distance of the national championship.
But the laughter turned to sorrow when UW
wing Sean Cummings capped the Badgers'
only scoring threat in almost 10 minutes of
overtime with a 75-yard break that ended
with a try in the corner of the end zone.
The Falcons opened the tourney by edging BSU 11-3. As was the case during every
game, both squads had to battle the 20 mile
per hour wind.
"Having played Ohio State this season
under these conditions helped us out," Falcon captain Dave Meyer said. "It's still
difficult to play an entire half with the wind
and then defense an entire half against the
wind."

FULLBACK TERRY Busch opened the
scoring when he slipped into the BG backline to score. His try and Mark Laimbeer's
penalty kick gave BG a 7-0 lead. A Cardinal
penalty kick at the halfway mark cut the
lead to 7-3. Laimbeer cushioned the margin
when he stole a BSU pass and recorded an
unmolested try, capping the scoring.
Against ND, the BG backfield carved out
huge chunks of yardage in a 18-3 win over
the Fighting Irish. Center Gus Saponari,
wing Vic Conti and scrum half Bill Miller
each scored tries on long jaunts through the
ND backfield. Laimbeers three conversions
ended the scoring and set the stage for
Sunday's encounter with UW.
Although the Falcon forwards intimidated the Badgers and BG had the wind at
its back, they were unable to score.
Prior to the match, BG head coach Bill
Cotton said, "The game will be won or lost
by whoever uses the wind most effectively."
THE FALCONS kept the Badgers out of
striking distance well into the second half
but a misplayed kick ended up giving a UW
scrum half a big enough chink in the Falcon

armor to wiggle through for a try.
Seemingly possessed the Falcons set out
to do what no team had done during the
tourney, mount a scoring drive into the
wind.
With the final seconds ticking of the
referee's clock, eighth man Pat Wood tied
the match with a lunging try Just as the
game ended, forcing a sudden death overOvertime in rugby means only half the
usual number of players are allowed on the
field in what is known as "sevens." It is
designed to produce a quick score.
Despite the intent, the Falcons, with the
wind at their backs, spent nearly 10 minutes
battering at the UW goal line only to see
their championship hopes ended for another
year with Cummings' try.
The Falcons, 22-3-2 will close out their
season Saturday with a seniors' match
against Findaly at 1 p.m. at College Park.
Overall, BG went 48-5-2 for the 8M5 season,
recorded the most wins in BG history and
kept alive their string of 34 straight winning
seasons.

University
CourtsNow Leasing

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for

Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
£»«•[.
Behind Wendy's
Mercer & Clough
Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-12
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BOTTOMLESS
POP
AND
PIZZA

352-1596
Wednesday - Spaghetti Special (including game bread) $1.75
Thursday- Lasagna Special (including game bread) 1.75

$3.50

Pizza • Subs • Salad Bar • Soups • Spaghetti • Lasagna
Come & Enjoy our Mice Cozy Little Restaurant
352-0164

THANKS FOR YOUR
DEDICATED SERVICE
KREISCHER
Mildred Oglesby
Ronet Ruth-Bany
Maxine Adams
Nancy David
Lillian Gregg
Claudette Herbst
Cinda Lanham
Ann Northrup
Ronald Pattison
Dorothy Sears
Florence Valli
Bonnie Wittes
Lois A. Garber

PUFF'S
Pizza and Restaurant

Daily - m am 9P.m> Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord

y

OFFICE HOURS

BEER
WINE
PIZZA

Photo/Roger Mazzarella
Bowling Green's club rugby team leaped over Noire Dame but fell
short of their national title bid against Wisconsin.

Jessica Unkart
Iva GiU
Margaret Carr
Bonnie Fletcher
Deloris Hall
Donna Kriston
Brigitte Noaker
Loretta Orwig
Mary Rawlins
Kay Snyder
Sharon Whitaker
Helen Uhler
"From Jane Schimpf"

PUFF'S PIZZA & RESTAURANT

352-1596

440 E. Court

CLOTHING
LIQUIDATION
SALE!

DENIM DEN

132 N. MAIN ST.

One ot the south s leading wholesalers is having a Clothing Liqui
elation Sale in conjunction with the Denim Den. We've cleared out
our warehouse and moved the stock to the Denim Den for this
once-in-a-lifetime SALE!

OVER 50 NAME BRANDS TO CHOOSE FROM!
100 s OF
,
Shirts, Blouses & Tops

E*"**

.

VALUES TO

LADIES DENIM JEANS

CAMPUS MANOR APTS

Maverick, Nova, Lord Isaacs
Unbelievable Si'lo<tion of

Cotton Sweaters

2 Bdrm, IVi bath, furnished
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING

WOMEN'S

Rental rates include cable TV and heat/air
conditioning

Jogging

SUMMER RATES
Include air cond. and cable TV
1 person $150.00 a month
2-4 persons $210.00 a month

'

JEANS

SPECIAL SAVINGS FOR THE NEXT
TEN DAYS. CALL OR STOP IN TODAY.
505 Clough St
Hours 104 pm or by appointment
Call 3529302

Slit 1 18
Straight teg

Levi, Lee, Chic, Palmetto

Shorts

ONLY

FANTASTIC PRICE ON

Pants &

Sweat Wear
LADIES

Shirts

B

Shorts
MENS

All '■

Dress & Sport Shirts

FALL RATES

Short SfoCve
Sleeve
All Colon and Suet

J|

eweiry

***

NEW MERCHANDISE DAILY!

Denim Den

132 North
Main
Bowling
Gr (MM!

•
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Draft thin in 'skilled'players

Browns choose FSU's Allen
CLEVELAND (AP) -Stripped
of two high draft picks by their
trade for quarterback Bernie
Kosar, the Cleveland Browns
ignored more pressing needs
yesterday and instead took running back Greg Allen with their
highest selection in the National
Football League draft.
"We still go with our philosophy of drafting the best player
available, no matter what position he plays," said Browns'
personnel director Bill Davis.
Allen, a 6-foot, 200-pounder
from Florida State, was projected as a potential firstrounder until he hurt his knee in
the eighth game of his senior
year. TTie Browns chose him
with their second-round pick,
the 35th overall.
Cleveland earlier in the day
forfeited its first-round pick, the
seventh overall, to the Buffalo
Bills as part of the deal for the
supplemental draft rights to Kosar.
The Browns were to have
given up linebacker Chip Banks
and three other draft choices for
the rights to the University of
Miami quarterback, but Banks
balked at going to Buffalo and

the Bills decided they'd rather
have the extra first-round
choice.
BROWNS' OFFICIALS
claimed they were happy to
keep Banks because he was an
important part of the American
Football Conference's statistically best defense last season.
"ft somebody said a month
ago we could get Bernie Kosar
with just draft choices, we'd
have been elated," said Browns'
owner Art Model],
Coach Marty Schottenheimer
said he was not disappointed
about losing the top pick even
though receiver Eddie Brown,
who was Kosar's favorite target
at Miami, was still available
when the Browns' first-round
pick arrived.
"We were in a position over
the course of the last several
months where we had the opportunity to select an outstanding
Sarterback, and we have been
le to do so without impacting
on a defense that is very
strong," Schottenheimer said.
The Kosar trade, though, coupled with earlier deals, left the
Browns without draft choices in
the first, third, fourth, fifth and

ninth rounds yesterday.
Allen, a running back and kick
returner who underwent arthroscopic surgery on his left
knee last November, was their
only pick in the first five rounds,
despite their apparent need for
offensive linemen and wide receivers to support Kosar.
"HE HAS THE speed to bounce outside and run the long
one," Davis said, noting that
Allen had touchdown runs of 66
and 81 yards in college. "We feel
he is medically sound."
Allen, who scored 44 touchdowns and rushed for 3,769
yards in college, said his knee
has healed enough for him to run
track, although he has more
rehabilitation ahead of him.
"I feel I'll be back to top
speed. I'm not yet, but I will be,''
he said.
Schottenheimer would not predict what effect the selection of
Allen would have on veteran
Cleveland backs Mike Pruitt
and Charles White.
"It should make for a competitive situation in training
camp," Schottenheimer said.

The Buffalo Bills opened
the parade of linemen by using the first choice to ratify
the selection of 283-pound defensive lineman Bruce Smith,
the Outland Trophy winner,
who was signed in January.
Then the Atlanta Falcons,
who flip-flopped their choice
in a deal with Minnesota, took
offensive tackle Bill Fralic of
Pitt and the Houston Oilers
took defensive tackle Ray
Childress of Texas A&M.
Fralic said he had two reasons - economics and the
weather -for not wanting to
play in Minnesota.
"They have a reputation for
not pavlne their draft choices
well," Fralic said of the Vi-

NEW YORK (AP) - National Football League teams
went for the beef today as the
league began its 50th draft of
college players, opting for
linemen and linebackers and
going deeper into the draft
than anytime in 17 years before taking
a player from a
so-called ,rskilfposition."
It was billed as a draft thin
in the glamor positions - running back and quarterback but it wasn't expected to be
quite that thin, with wide receivers Al Toon of Wisconsin.
Eddie Brown of Miami and
Jerry Rice of Mississippi Valley State tabbed to go high.
But they didn't. The first
nine picks in the draft were
either linemen or linebackers
- the longest the draft has
gone since 1968 without a running back, quarterback or
receiver being chosen. The
New York Jets finally took
Toon on the 10th pick to break
the skein, and the first running back, Ethan Horton of
North Carolina, wasn't taken
until the 15th pick when the
Kansas City Chiefs grabbed
him.

I*d rather play in a
warmer climate, he added.
After Childress came linebacker-defensive end Chris
Doleman of Pitt by the Vikings; Southern California
linebacker Duane Bickett by
the Indianapolis Colts; offensive tackle Lomas Brown of
Florida by the Detroit Lions;
offensive tackle Ken Ruettgers of Southern Cal by Green

Respond-

FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA • COMPULSIVE OVEREATING
Are You Suffering From Any Three of The Following:
3 Binge on high calorie food.
D Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating).
O Constant attempts at dieting.
C Frequent weight fluctuations.
□ Eating to discomfort.
□ Use of laxatives or diuretics

Chicago edges Giants, 3-1

7Tie BG News editorial page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns should be typewritten, double-spaced
and signed. Your address and phone number must be included.
The News reserves the right to reject submissions that are in bad
taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to condensation.
Please direct submissions to:
Editorial Editor IN University Hall
,

■Q

■ NAPLES RESEARCH
&. COUNSELING CENTER

• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation.
• Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment.
• 24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support.
• Modern Residential Setting. • Special Familization Program
• Individual and Group Therapy.
• Covered by Most Insurance Plans.

(813)7754500
24-Hour Assistance

or Toll Free I (800) 72Z"0100 ouit.«F«».oi
• Call lor a complimentary copy of our newest publication. "A Mini Guide
to Food Addiction."
• Can lor complete confidential information on our residential treatment
program or insurance approval.

NAPLES RESEARCH 61 COUNSELING CENTER

CHICAGO (AP) - Ryne Sandberg doubled home the tying run
ana scored the go-ahead run in
the third ining, leading the Chicago Cubs to a 3-1 victory over
the San Francisco Giants yesterday.
Sandberg, the National
League's 1984 Most Valuable
Player who entered the game
hitting only .159, went 3-for-4

Leasing For Summer 1985

Haven
House
Manor Apartments

9001 T.mlam* Trail South ■ Naples. Florida 33962
jcAH«t.«.,«
V VM«mW Of H* *"l'<»» MOfO<l«i A(tOC<«tion
At aifiiian oi WILMAC H#«(tn Ca>« Paun«>i m fa*vii P'oe/t*!

rdon'tn:

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

SUMMER RATES

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

• 2 bedrooms - carpeted & furnished
• 1'A baths
• Residents pay only lights
• Gas heat (Landlord pays gas)
• Lots of closet space
• Laundry areas in each building
• Free membership at the Cherrywood Health Spa
including the following facilities: Indoor pool,
tanning center, sauna, whirlpool, shower massage,
and complete exercise facilities and equipment

818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
'
*
'

Rental Office 835 High St. 352-9378
Located at the New Cherrywood Health Spa
Monday-Saturday 9:00-4:00

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month+electric

"

L litter!-*: LIKE MAGIC ••••••••
Berries

USED BOOKS
INTO
£,•**•*
I.D.'S
REQUIRED

*V

Training School is an
excellent start to a
challenging career as
an Air Force officer.
We offer great starting pay, medical care,
30 days of vacation
with pay each year
and management opportunities. Talk to an
Air Force recruiter.
Find out what Officer
Training School can
mean for you
CALL COLLECT:

THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Mon. -Fri. 8:00 a. m. -5:00 p. m.

Sat. 9:00-5:00

TSGT WWEBRENNER
(419)354-3133

_ (fiUiBL

v&

TURN YOUR

Restaurant
in Harshman
will be
closed
from May 3June 12
Officer
Training
School
^
Air
Force
Officer

with two doubles and a single.
Winning pitcher Steve Trout.
4-1, gave up nine hits, walked
two and hit a batter in 6 2-3
innings. He was helped by four
Cubs double plays.
Trout was replaced in the seventh by Lee Smith, who recorded his fifth save in six
appearances this season.
Bill Laskey, 0-3, was tagged
with the loss.

GREENBRIAR INC.

at
1515 E. Wooster

The nation » mou comv'thrnttv* tyttem for the treatment ol addictive dito'ders
«TT>

Bay, who obtained the pick in
a last-minute deal with Buffalo; Washington defensive
end Ron Holmes, by the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and
offensive tackle Kevin Allen
of Indiana by the Philadelphia Eagles.
Finally the Jets broke the
string with Toon, much to the
delight of their fans In the
gallery of about 250 at the
Omni Park Central Hotel,
who began shouting his name
and Eddie Brown's almost as
soon as the Eagles made their
choice. Afterwards, a group
of fans began singing, ''Goodbye Wesley," for Wesley
Walker, heretofore New
York's primary wide receiver.
Houston, using the pick it
got from New Orleans for
running back Earl Campbell,
took Toon's Wisconsin teammate, cornerback Richard
Johnson, and the San Diego
Chargers went back up front
with guard Jim Lachey of
Ohio State as the first half of
the first round ended. Then
the Chiefs opened the second
half of the round with Horton.

*****May 1st thru 10th

\ *****
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Bill permits videotaped testimonies
COLUMBUS (AP) -State representatives approved 88-2 yesterday a bill
permitting the videotaping or broadcasting from outside the courtroom of
testimony by sexual abuse victims
under the age of 13.
The action came as lawmakers
otherwise devoted their attention to
committee hearings on a variety of
bills, including a major measure permitting the sale of the failed Home
State Savings Bank of Cincinnati to
Chemical of New York Corp.
That proposal was being aired at a

hearing of the House Financial Institutions Committee, in a room crowded
with Home State customers seeking
state action to recover deposits locked
up since the thrift shut down nine
weeks ago.
Leaders said they expected the committee to complete work on the proposal in time for a House floor vote today
or later this week.
Rep. Barbara Pringle, D-Cleveland,
chief sponsor of the child testimony
bill, told House colleagues that it is
needed to protect youngsters from
what she called "the serious psycholog-

ical harm" they can suffer by having to
face their accused attackers in an open
courtroom.
SEXUAL ABUSE of children is a
growing problem of alarming proportions in Ohio and the nation, Pringle
said, adding that last year in her
county of Cuyahoga alone, more than
1,000 families were affected.
Under the bill, youngsters' testimony
could be videotaped under certain conditions and subsequently played in
court.
Pringle's measure also provides that

at the discretion of the court, the testimony can be broadcast live into the
courtroom from the outside. In addition, the measure provides for preliminary hearings that are not open to the
general public.
She said her bill contains adequate
safeguards to protect the constitutional
rights of defendants.
Although there was no floor debate
on the proposal, Rep. Thomas Pottenger, R-Cincinnati, said afterward he
is concerned about the constitutional

rights of defendants to confront their
accusers.
Pottenger voted against the bill,
along with Rep. Otto Beatty Jr., DColumbus.
THE PROPOSAL now goes to the
Senate where Sen. Robert Cupp, RLima, has been pushing a similar measure.
Cupp, who is chairman of a newly
created judiciary subcommittee on
child abuse, said that he is concerned
as a former prosecutor about the "appalling dimensions" of the problem.

4

Pothole pie* delivered Charles, Diana meet Pope
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste mailed a
"pothole pie" to The Road
Information Program
(TRIP) yesterday after the
Washington-based group's
executive director apologized for a study claiming
Ohio has 6.9 million potholes.
When the organization's
report surfaced last month,
Celeste branded it as' 'outrageously inaccurate and completely flawed." The group's
claim was based on the
amount of road filler tonnage reportedly used by the

state Transportation Department.
Celeste also offered to eat
110 pounds of pothole filler if
he was incorrect in saying
that Ohio is No.l in pothole
repair, not potholes.
Knight apologized in a letter dated April 11, and said
the group would immediately discontinue its pothole
project. "It is not consistent
with the sound, heavily researched and carefully written programs that have
characterized TRIP'S work
over the years," he said.
In accepting the apology

yesterday, Celeste recalled
his earlier challenge and
offered Knight a more edible
substitute in the form of a
pie.
"SINCE I really want to
be a gracious winner, I'd
like to offer him an edible
substitute, which will taste
more like Oreos and lime
than asphalt and grit," the
governor said.
The pie, which was baked
by MaryLynne Cappelletti,
spokeswoman for the Ohio
Department of Transportation, was mailed to Knight
along with the governor's
letter accepting his apology.

University Village
Corner of
Mercer & Clough

NOW LEASING

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00
Sat. 10:00-12:00
352-0164

• Close to campus banks and fast food
• Dependable maintenance
• ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
Tenant pays electric only
' Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

A special message from Carl Rowan
for minorities about careers in journalism
When I was choosing a career, a job as a reporter at my local
newspaper wasn't an option. Those doors were closed to
blacks. Things have changed some, but not enough. There
are still too few racial minorities pursuing news careers or
being given a chance to.
If you have talent as a writer, cartoonist, graphic artist, or
photographer, maybe you belong in this important industry.
For information on how you can pursue a career In the news
business call (his number toll-free: 1 (800) 331-1750. Ask for
Operator 128. In Nebraska call 1 (800) 343-4300.
Give your name and address and free information will be sent
to you by the Society of Professional Journalists. Pursue a
career in the news business—because journalism needs
minorities and minorities need journalism.
Carl Rowan
Newspaper Columnist

1 (800) 331-1750.

JOHN NEWLOVE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR ■ Furnished
715 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR • Furnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR ■ Furnished
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call

354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

VATICAN CITY (AP) Prince Charles and Princess
Diana of Britain had a private
audience Monday with Pope
John Paul II, but a Vatican
source said Buckingham Palace
overruled their planned attendance at a papal Mass.
The pontiff and the royal couple smiled for photographers

and appeared pleased at the end
of the 35-minute audience, held
in John Paul's library. No details were given of the conversation, which was conducted in
English.
Charles gave the pope a copy
of "Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People,"
written by the English historian
and theologian known as the

Venerable Bede in 731, eight
centuries before King Henry
VHI broke with Rome and established the Church of England.
John Paul gave the prince and
princess a copy of an original
mosaic in the Basilica of St.
Mary Major in Rome of the
Madonna Salus Romani Popoli,
protectress of Rome.
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Juries heard
varied stories

Auditors against IRS cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional auditors said Monday that the rest of the
government could be the loser if the Reagan
administration succeeds in cutting the staff
of the Internal Revenue Service - an agency
already hurt by balky computers, delayed
refunds and a mountain of unanswered
mail.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Two Hamilton County Common Pleas
(" uries that heard different versions of the bludgeoning death of a
lorwood woman last summer were trying yesterday to decide
whether to hold Alton Coleman and Debra Brown accountable
for the offense.
Coleman, 29, and Brown, 22, ot Waukegan, 111., are being tried
separately and simultaneously for the aggravated murder July
13 of Marlene Walters and the beating of her husband at their
suburban home.
The jury in Brown's trial started deliberating Monday after a
defense attorney blamed Coleman for the slaying. Coleman's
jury went into deliberations yesterday, after defense attorney
Peter Rosenwald said Brown beat Mrs. Walters to death.
Coleman and Brown, who consider themselves a common-law
married couple, could be sentenced to Ohio's electric chair if
convicted. It marks the first murder prosecution against the
couple, who face a series of charges from an alleged Midwest
crime spree last summer.

The IRS, which generates $100 for each 50
cents it spends, is not just another agency,
said Johnny Finch of the General Accounting Office; it collects 90 percent of the
government's money.
"Therefore, government-wide reductions
applied to the IRS could result in reducing
the revenues available to fund other govern*
merit programs," he told the House Ways

Disposal, replacement urged
WASHINGTON (AP) -A
White House commission is recommending that the United
States destroy its entire stock of
aging chemical weapons and
replace them with a new type of
nerve gases, sources said Monday.
The commision's report will
be released later this week by
the Senate Armed Services
Committee when the panel begins hearings on the document,
said sources who spoke only on

LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS
Mon.-ThUrs. & Sat. 10-5:30
Friday 10-8:00

50%

109 N. MAIN

OFF

AH Athletic Shoes: Converse, Jaclar, Pony, Riddell
All Athletic Equipment: Bats, Gloves, Balls, Racquets, Darts, Golf needs, etc...
All Athletic Wear: Jackets, Sweats, Shorts, etc...
yffi'
Complete Liquidation, Everything must go!
HHM

Pickle and other members of the panel
indicated they see little sense in reducing
the IRS budget by $30.4 million, to $3.5
billion, and its work force by 1,254 positions,
to 86,489 during the budget year that begins
Oct. 1. And Eager answered "Yes, of
course" when asked whether the IRS could
make efficient use of more money.
President Reagan's budget would delay
until 1987 the start of a program of adding 7,500 new auditors to the IRS.
"Why don't we tell the administration that
... a freeze here hurts the deficit instead of
helping the deficit," said Rep. Beryl Anthony/D-Ark.
The IRS is struggling through the most
problem-plagued tax-filing season in recent
history.

Chemical weapons outdated

ROSENWALD TRIED to convince jurors in the Coleman trial
yesterday that Brown fatally beat Mrs. Walters, 44. in the
basement of the Norwood home. Harry Walters testified at both
trials that the couple came to their house July 13 inquiring about
a camper for sale.
The couple is charged with aggravated murder, attempted
aggravated murder and robbery.
Rosenwald said Coleman hit Walters over the head with a
wooden candlestick "not to kill him, but to control him, to put
him in a position to place handcuffs on him."
Rosenwald suggested it was Brown's job to control Mrs.
Walters, who was taken to the basement. Her body was later
found there, with the back of her head bashed In.
"Debra Brown lost it in the basement," Rosenwald said.
"They were wounds made by a woman in rage. Debra Brown
got beat" by a fighting Mrs. Walters.
Against the advice of her attorney, Brown testified on Coleman's behalf Monday, saying Coleman didn't kill Mrs. Walters.
However, she also said she didn't know what happened that day
because she had used cocaine and marijuana.
Coleman and Brown face another murder trial this summer
for the death of 15-year-old Tonnie Storey of Cincinnati.. They
also are charged with murder in Toledo and Lake County,
y, Ina.

352-7197

and Means oversight subcommittee.
IRS Commissioner Roscoe Egger Jr. said
the agency will make up for the budget cut
by increasing productivity through advanced data processing and other measures. He defended the reduction as "in
keeping with the desire of the administration to achieve a freeze in spending across
the board."
But Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-Texas, the subcommittee chairman, shot back: "I don't
care if the decision was made on high, up in
the heavens - does it make sense?''
HE SAD) TAXPAYER compliance is
dropping, the number of returns Is rising
and accounts owed the IRS are increasing,
but still the agency's 1986 budget would be
less than in I960.

HHUMMMMM

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
<*»*
»#%»

condition they not be identified.
The panel was appointed last
month by President Reagan at
the direction of Congress, which
called for a study of the U.S.
chemical weapons program in
the wake of congressional refusal for the past three years to
give the Pentagon a green light
on producing new weapons.
The United States has not
built any chemical weapons
since 1969, but Reagan has
called for a renewal of the program because he said it is
needed to offset what the administration contends is a growing
Soviet threat.
The panel concluded that the

United States should build binary weapons, the sources said.
Those take their name from the
fact that they are composed of
two separate chemicals which
combine to form a lethal agent
after the shell is fired or bomb
dropped.
THE PANEL also said the
existing stockpile should be destroyed, the sources said.
The exact size of the U.S.
chemical weapons arsenal is
classified, but it is believed to be
about 25,000 tons. The Pentagon
says 90 percent of that is militarily useless because the agents
are so old or are in unstable
condition.

Reagan wants $163 million in
his fiscal 1966 budget to permit
the Array to prepare to produce
the new weapons.
Congress has refused similar
requests for the past three years
after long arguments, the only
major weapons system denied
Reagan in his Pentagon buildup.
The conclusions by the panel,
which were sent to the White
House late last week, came after
six weeks of closed hearings
about the U.S. chemical weapons program.
Destruction of the current
stockpile might cost upwards of
$15 billion, the sources said Monday.

Doctor testifies in case

Tests considered unreliable
QUINCY, El. (AP) - Tests
that found arsenic in hair from
six paramedics were unreliable
and the amounts of poison found
were insignificant, a medical
expert testified Tuesday in defense of a doctor accused of
spiking co-workers' snacks with
arsenic-based ant killer.
Alphonse Poklis. director
of St. Louis University's medical
school toxicology laboratory,
was the first defense witness
called for Dr. Michael Swango,
charged with aggravated bat-

tery in the alleged poisonings
last fall of six fellow Adams
County paramedics.
Daniel Cook, Swango's
lawyer, also indicated that
Swango, 30, likely would testify
before the trial's expected conclusion Thursday.
Swango, whose medical license- has been suspended in
Illinois because of the poisoning
charges, denies that he slipped
poison into doughnuts, tea and
other snacks he served his six
co-workers.

Swango worked for the
county ambulance crew during
summers and breaks from college, and returned last summer
from a year-long neurosurgery
residency at Ohio State University Hospitals in Columbus,
Ohio, to work while awaiting
medical licensing by Illinois and
Ohio.
Swango has not been accused of any wrongdoing in
Ohio, but authorities say they
are investigating the deaths of
about 12 patients who had been
under his care.

Student Recreation Center

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES •
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CANT BEAT US

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Pmlian Avm. St Nmpoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3
*4*

1 , .»

«

»
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BREAK HOURS
effective May 4-June 9
CENTER
Noon-9 pm
COOPER POOL
Noon-2 pm, 5-8 pm
ANDREWS POOL
1-8 pm
LIFT
$3 ANYTIME
FAMILY Age 7-17
Noon-9 pm
Under 7
(Andrews Pool Only)
Memberships
Valid
Cost
on sale May 6
May 6-Aug 27
$42
$21 for spouse
Memberships for May 6-June 14 (noon-7 pm) available in main office.

THANKS FOR YOUR
DEDICATED SERVICE
FOUNDERS
Norma Lein
Paul Bomeli
Frances Courtney
Sharon Garno
Sharon Geahlen
Pauline Hartman
Nancy Heyman
Margaret Smith
Richard Wittenmyer
Ida Stott

Janet Wendt
Leonora Bressler
Susan Freshcorn
Elizabeth Gaulke
Gail Godwin
Marylou Hefflinger
Barbara Knauss
Linda Thober
Suzanne Zelman
"From Jane Schimpf"
imrmmrmt'mmrmimrmrmrmfmm
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Crops planted early, need rain
much rain, though, and their
profits could shrivel on the stalk.
"Another week of this, it
would be serious to critical,"
said Jim Elder, who farms
about 1,300 acres near Pataskala in Licking County.
April rainfall was about ltt to
2% inches below normal, the
National Weather Service said.
Yearly levels are up to 4 inches
below normal in some areas.
Forecasters expect some
slight rainfall later this week
and predict near-normal rainfall
for May.

COLUMBUS (AP) - It's been
a wonderful, warm spring for
Ohio farmers who have been
able to get much of their corn
Clanted ahead of schedule. Now,
owever, they're beginning to
sing the old refrain: ''How dry I
am."
"We're sitting real good,
really good, but you can't hold
off the rain forever," Gerald
Stanley, Williams County extension agent, said yesterday.
A little rain at the right time
could mean a bumper crop,
farmers said. A week without

Costumed climber jumps

Ape suit worn
TREST SAID he climbed the
tower for publicity and because
he was curious about how it felt
to fall from the tower.
"I was in that trial and it was
a pretty emotional trial to me,"
Trest told The Associated Press.
"Me being a sky diver and seeing
them guys falling - I could just
imagine how they felt."
He said he wore the gorilla
costume because of a local advertisement that depicts an ape
climbing the Transco Tower, a
Houston highrise office building,
similar to King Kong on the
Empire State Building.
"I said, I'll just bring it to
life," Trest said.
The jury assessed the award
against Stainless Inc. of North
Wales. Pa., the company that
was the general contractor at
the project and manufacturer of
the radio and television tower.
Last week, a judge reduced the
award to $14 million.
The broadcast tower is located outside Missouri City,
about 20 miles south of Houston.
Two weeks ago, Trest put on
suction cups and tried to climb
the Transco Tower. He descended after authorities asked
him to stop.
In November, Trest donned a
Peter Pan costume, climbed to
the top of the Astrodome and
unfurled a banner that read:
"With Michael Jackson's Help,
We Can Beat It - Cancer."

MISSOURI CITY, Texas (AP)
A man wearing a gorilla suit
climbed a 2,000-foot broadcasting tower Monday, then safely
parachuted to ground where he
was promptly arrested, authorities said.
Donald Trest, 29, of Houston,
was the foreman of a jury that
awarded $19 million to families
of five ironworkers killed in the
collapse of the tower.
Deputies learned about 8 a.m.
that a man in a gorilla suit was
climbing the tower, Fort Bend
County sheriffs Lt. T. Milton
Ray said. About 50 feet from the
top, he opened his parachute and
jumped, Ray said.
Trest was charged with criminal trespass, a misdemeanor,
Ray said. Bond was set at $1,000.
Trest, a tree-trimmer, was
the foreman of a jury that in
February awarded $19 million in
the December 1982 collapse of
the broadcast tower.
The men were strapped to the
tower antenna, which was to be
hoisted to the top. But the antenna broke free and knocked
down a wire supporting the
tower.
The workers fell 1,500 feet to
their deaths, prompting their
survivors to file a lawsuit.
During the federal trial of the
suit, iurors saw videotapes of
the collapse.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
>i 85 86 S< hnol V«>«»

Nl >U I CIS

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes'i-aipefparty & game room
•swimming pool'sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

The dry weather could produce a bumper year for pesticide salesmen, several
extension agents said.
"Ifs been a great spring to
Set the corn in the ground, and
's been a great spring for
bugs.... I'm not sure which is
worse," said Dale Blackledge,
licking County agent.
WEEVILS ARE EATING
their way through some alfalfa,
which is used to feed animals,
and powdery mildew has ap-

peared in some winter wheat,
which farmers depend on for
cash in midsummer, Blackledge
said. Farmers also are spending
money on herbicides much earlier than usual, since the light
moisture has produced weeds,
he said.
It's a delicate balance,
though. Too much rain and the
topsoil could become an impenetrable layer of baked clay, said
Elmer Olsen, extension agent in
Madison County.
While some farmers have said
they are afraid to plant their

beans and still worry about their
corn because of the lingering
chance of frost, Gary Beuhl, who
farms 3,300 acres of corn and
beans near London, said he has
all 1,700 acres of corn planted
and is working on the beans.
All the corn is growing and is
in good shape, he said, and he's
optimistic about the beans, since
there's plenty of moisture at the
4-inch depth.
"If you plant them (seeds) in
dry soil, they're just going to sit
there and it won't hurt them,"

he said. "If you can get them up
and get the roots down, you're
OK.'p
The Ohio Crop Reporting
Service said Monday that an
average of 35 percent of the corn
was planted statewide, comI with almost none planted
by the same time last year.
"If we get an inch of rain, then
a week of good weather, then
another inch, we'd be in great
shape," Stanley said. "We'd
think we had the world by the
tail. Then all we'd be complaining about is the prices."

$$ JOBS $$
1985-86 EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES

In order to alleviate the lines for employment at the beginning of Fall Semester, the following procedure will
be implemented for the first two weeks of the Fall:
1. Students MUST have an appointment to obtain a job referral during the first two weeks of Fall Semester.
2. Students can make appointments from AUGUST 1st THROUGH AUGUST 23 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. Monday to Thursday and between 8:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. on Fridays by
-CALLJNG-

(419) 372-2721

The office schedule will be as follows for the first two weeks of class:
MONDAY, AUGUST 26
WORK-STUDY JOBS ONLY will be posted - ONLY students who have been awarded Work-Study may make
appointments for this day.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27
REGULAR AND WORK-STUDY JOBS will be posted - ALL students may make appointments for this day.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28
REGULAR AND WORK-STUDY JOBS will be posted - ALL students may make appointments for this day.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
NO JOB POSTINGS - Signed referrals for students hired may be turned in.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 30
NO JOB POSTINGS - Signed referrals for studnts hired my be turned in.
The second week of Fall Semester, jobs will be posted on Tuesday and Thursday mornings at 8:00 a.m. for
those students who have previously made appointments. Please contact the Student Employment Program
Office, 460 Student Services (372-2651), if you have any questions about these procedures.
-CUP THIS AD FOR YOUR INFORMATION-

Dollars
Scholars
for

$270-fumished
$265-unfumished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$20O-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water 8t sewage
Fr» rabenttrj to Oorywod HetMi Spj wfcue

214 Napoleon Rd

Bowling Green, Ohio

3521195

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
located at Churrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30
Monday - Friday
352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gat heat • gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
1 1/2

Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
bath

A Student Loan from
State Home Savings
is Your Smartest
Choice Today!

Better yet, call our student loan
department, toll free 1-800-282-1074
(352-5226 in Bowling Green) or tear out
the coupon and we'll send you an
application and the (acts about our
Guaranteed Government Student Loans.

It you or someone in your family is
»
Please send me the facts and a Stuheading to college, graduate, technical ^
dent Loan Application
or vocational school, higher eduction
\
need not be a financial burden. A low
\
cost student loan from State Home
Savings makes it easy during school and
after graduation. The annual percentage
rate is surprisingly low...much less than
conventional loan market rates.
To make it even easier, we have several
repayment plans tailored to your needs
Our student loan program is open to
families of all income levels, without
exception.
So if you're planning to continue your
education, see us for a no-hassle, low
interest student loan.

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower massoge
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished ft Unfurnished

State Home Savings
BOWLING GREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
GIBSONBURG • GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • FOSTORIA
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Tests required of officers
CLEVELAND (AP) -The
head of the union representing
about 1,300 city police officers
said yesterday that he fears city
officials will abuse a newly approved policy that calls for mandatory psychological tests of
officers involved in shootings.
"We're not going to give them
the opportunity to open the door
to get rid of police officers at
their whim," said Raymond
Ressler, chief of the Cleveland
Police Patrolmen's Association.
Ressler said his union would
fight the policy, which he describes as vague and potentially
harmful to the city. The policy
takes effect Friday, said Safety
Director Reginald Turner.
Turner said the mandatory

psychological evaluations are
part of a new policy governing
use of deadly force by the 1,700member force.
The new policy prohibits a
police officer who kills or injures
someone from returning to
street duty until the results of
the psychological evaluation are
known, and until ordered by the
chief of police.
OFFICERS INVOLVED in
shootings in which a person has
been injured or killed have been
asked before to undergo testing,
Ressler said, and he has never
had an officer refuse.
He said the city could be sued
for neglect if testing determines
that an officer had mental problems before a shooting.
The rule and other deadly

force policies follow the outcry
by some city council and community members over the shooting death April 10 of Marcos
Luciano Jr. by Det. Joseph
Paskvan. Paskvan has been Involved in nine shootings during
his 12 years on the force, but was
cleared by city and county prosecutors of any wrongdoing in the
most recent incident.
James Erne, president of Local 8 of the Fraternal Order of
Police, said he has asked to
meet with representatives of
Mayor George Voinovich's administration to discuss the new
policy. Erne's union represents
Cleveland police supervisors.
HE SAO) mandatory exams
could stigmatize policemen in
shootings and wants to know

how the evaluations would be
administered and where the results would be stored.
Jeff LeBarron, deputy safety
director, said policemen involved in fatal shootings are now
encouraged to voluntarily take
such exams.
The new deadly force policy
will prohibit police from shooting at suspects unless their life
is in jeopardy, Turner said.
Robert Kuchta, a Cleveland
police officer and president of
the 3,000-member Ohio Union of
Patrolman Association, said his
organization opposes the policy
because the psychological data
would be meaningless.
"We've talked to the medical
people, and they can't even
come to a conclusion what
they're looking for," he said.

Daughters and mother reunited
KETTERING, Ohio (AP) - Two Illinois
sisters featured as a part of a national
television program on missing children
were reunited with their mother Tuesday in
this Dayton suburb, police said.

1977 - were taken into custody from their
school bus after calls from neighbors and
others who saw the Monday night NBC
television program, "Missing . .. Have You
Seen This Person?"

Police in Kettering said Kathleen Caruso,
15, and her 13-year-old sister, Deborah -both
reported abducted from Villa Park, El., in

A police statement said the girls' father,
Phillip Caruso, was being held.
Police said the girls' mother, Janet Hicks.

had arrived here from Villa Park, a Chicago
suburb, to pick up her daughters.
"I saw each of my children separately,"
Mrs. Hicks said at a news conference after
she was reunited with her daughters. "My
first daughter was my Debbie, my youngest,
and when I held her in my arms and she sat
on my lap, it was just like it was the day that
she left.

lALPHA^ELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS AL

Abducted girl found
near south Miami
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)
- An orphaned girl who was
abducted two years ago in
New Jersey was found here
Monday, hours before her picture was shown on national
television as part of a special
broadcast about missing children.
Cheryl Cramer, 16, was abducted April 6, 1983, as she
was walking to school in
Hamilton Township, N.J.,
and shoved into the back seat
of a car, said Miami FBI
spokesman Joe Del Campo.
On Monday, she was rescued near a south Miami
Beach apartment by 10 FBI
agents who arrested John
Stanley Sykora, 32. of Chicago, and charged him with
kidnapping.
"She appeared relieved,
was anxious to be reunited
with her family and was cooperative," Del Campo said.
Despite being found, Cramer's picture was among several pictures of missing
children shown by NBC near
the end of the third showing of
the docu-drama "Adam
Walsh Story" on Monday
night.
THE FBI in Miami received information from the
Newark bureau late last week

that Sykora and the girl were
believed to be living in Miami
Beach, Del Campo said.
Agents showed photographs of the two around the
neighborhood where they suspected the two were living.
Witnesses identified them
as photos of Cramer and Sykora, Del Campo said.
Agents now believe Sykora
kept the girl in Miami Beach
for most of the two years
since the abduction. Del
Campo said. He said they
lived in an apartment in an
otherwise abandoned building with the owner's permission while Sykora did fix-up
work.
The apartment had water
and electricity.
Sykora was a friend of the
Cramer family, Del Campo
said.
Cramer's parents are both
dead. Her mother died of cancer several months before she
was abducted, and she had
been living in the custody of
her older sister.
Cramer was turned over to
juvenile authorities in Miami
and was to spend the night in
a youth shelter while arrangements were made to
reunite her with her family,
Del Campo said.

Alpha Delta Pi Convicted rapist
announces and congratulates
our graduating Seniors
Jolene Aubel
Tara Benson
Nancy Del Grosso
Kathy Fabish
Dianne Ferrara
Ingrid Jansik
Amy Jirecek
Deb King
Jackie Kohl
Sheri Leaman
Mary Mays
Kim Radugge

Lora Roth
Colleen Ryan
Diane Savin
Deb Schmook
Kris Schmucker
Laura Silverstein
Carol Smolko
Sheryl Tutkovics
Terri Van Steenkiste
Ann Wahl
Diane Yacobucci
Mari Jane Zweber

may be released
SPRINGFIELD, 111. (AP) - The Illinois Supreme Court yesterday
said Gary Dotson may be released on $100,000 bond from prison
pending his appeal of a sentence for a rape that his former accuser
now says never happened.
However, the courtpostponed a decision on whether it will hear a
direct appeal of a Circuit Court judge's ruling that there was
insufficient reason to overturn Dotson's original 1979 conviction.
The high court ruling came hours after Dotson's attorneys argued
he should, be released from the Dixon Correctional Center because of
questions about key testimony in his trial.
In seeking bond, Dotson's attorney, Warren Lupel, said: "The
process which led to that conviction... is at least alleged now to be
tainted. They themselves (prosecutors) admit that their chief
witness lacks credibility."
Without the testimony of that witness - Cathleen Crowell Webb Lupel said he did not think the state "could get an indictment now,
let alone a conviction."
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ESSES * *FREE Item

on Any Pizza

352-8408

Outstanding Senior: Jackie Kohl

Best of luck for the future- Well miss you!
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BOWLING GREEN

SSAT-PSAT
SAT-ACT-GMT
ACMEVEMEJTTS
GRE LSAT HAT
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, EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

FIRST IN TEST PREPARATION
SMCE1938
CALL Mrs. EVENM09 > WEEKENOS

NEED EXTRA MONEY
FOR THE SUMMER?
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

WE PAY TOP PRICES
FOR USED TEXTS AND TOP
WHOLESALE PRICES FOR
DISCONTINUED BOOKS
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman
9-5:30 M-F
9-5 Sat

CM ICLE1-M SKEDKAMNG NC8-1
EStHEwlEWfLU 1-2-3
irTMTulAWSCHOOl

TOLEDO, OHIO
(419)536-3701
fr»w»<1 CftlMfl m Uon TlUfl 125 M«o< U S CJM» t A6roM
N> lltlnaitlM AtMl Olkir Ctnliri
OUTSIOEN V STATE CALL TOLL THEE SMZtt 171!

THE PICTURE PLACE WISHES
YOG A GREAT SUMMER AND
WANTS TO HELP YOG CAPTURE THOSE "FUN IN THE
SON" TIMES WITH A

FILM SALE
10 ROLLS $18.50 <$?
5 ROLLS $ 9.25 ^
100 ASA, 24 EXPOSURE,
COLOR, 135, 126, 110, DISC
Congratulations Seniors and see the rest
of you in the fall. - The Picture Place
Staff

HE raw PUMZ
MRIMUHIM

372-0891

News Briefs
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Wendy's profits up

Comet record found

COLUMBUS (AP) - Wendy's International Inc., the restaurant
chain, posted record sales and profits during its first quarter of the
year, the company said yesterday.
Chairman Robert Barney said first-quarter net income was $14.5
million, up 12 percent from $13 million net income posted a year
earlier. Revenues for the 1985 first quarter rose 15 percent, to $236.5
million, while earnings per share were posted at 20 cents, up from 18
cents in the first quarter of 1984.
The per-share figures reflect the effects of a 4-for-3 stock split in
March, Wendy's said.
Systemwide sales for the quarter came to $586 million, up 9
percent over the same quarter last year. Directors approved aoV*
cents-per-share quarterly dividend, payable May 22 to shareholders
of record May 10.
"A large number of our restaurants are located in the nation's
Snow Belt, which suffered through severe weather in January and
February," Barney said. "However, the company continues its
accelerated plans for breakfast introduction, restaurant image
enhancement and new store development."
Wendy's added 80 restaurants systemwide during the quarter,
bringing to 3,072 the number of restaurants open in the United States
and 13 other countries. Wendy's plans to open at least 350 restaurants this year.

Moslems stopped
SALHIYE, Lebanon (AP) - Christian militias laid down a barrage
of artillery and tank fire yesterday to stall a Moslem offensive
aimed at their encircled mountain stronghold in south Lebanon.
From positions in the hills around Kfar Falous, the embattled
Christians also deployed Israeli-supplied Sherman tanks in an effort
to hold off Popular Liberation Army troops.
At least three Moslem militiamen were killed and 19 wounded in
heavy fighting, hospitals in Sidon reported. There was no word on
Christian casualties.
Beirut state radio reported earlier in the day that the Popular
Liberation Army of leftist and Moslem militias had stormed Kfar
Falous. But reporters found Moslem fighters pinned down three
miles west of the Christian strongpoint at Salhiye, on Sidon's
outskirts.
The mainly Christian South Lebanon Army counterattacked with
their U.S.-made Sherman tanks, deployed for the first time since the
six-day-old Moslem offensive drove the Christians into their last
stronghold in the south.

NEW YORK (AP) - Two Babylonian clay tablets unearthed from
the archives of the British Museum contain the first record ever
found of the 164 B.C. appearance of Halley's comet, scientists say.
"This is the earliest reliable sighting of Halley's comet from
anywhere in the world," said F. Richard Stephenson, one of the
researchers who made the discovery.
"If we are ever going to study the long-term motion of Halley's
comet so we can predict exactly where it will be, we need to know
r; a bit about the orbit - and this is where these ancient
rvations can help." said Stephenson, an astronomer at the
University of Durham in England.

224 Wooster

BETHEL, Ohio (AP) - Third graders aren't allowed to practice
songs for a controversial play in their music classes, but they're
going ahead with after-school practices allowed by a court order.
The five-member Bethel-Tate board of education voted unanimously Monday night to ban practice of musical numbers for the
third-grade production of "Sorcerer and Friends" during classes at
the Ebon C. Hill Elementary School.
However, the school board has been ordered by a federal judge in
nearby Cincinnati not to interfere with rehearsals before the
production, called anti-military by some residents.
Third-grade teachers chose the play, written by a school teacher
in Kansas, for an annual production at the last PTA meeting of the
school year May 13. The students were well into rehearsals when a
small group of parents and residents went to the school board with
objections over some lines in the play.
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Eighth Street Apartments
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WEEKDAY SPECIAL
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IN FEBRUARY, officials
of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) received a letter
written in Weir's handwriting
and postmarked Beirut.
Last Saturday night, the
State Department informed
her that a journalist had written a story in the Al-Watan. a
Kuwaiti newspaper, which included a letter to her from her
husband. The story reported
that three American hostages
were being held in a basement in west Beirut, while the
other was somewhere outside
the city.
The reporter wrote that the
prisoners would be released
only when the Shiite Moslem
prisoners being held in Kuwait were freed by the Kuwaiti government. The article
said an unidentified Arab
country is mediating for the
prisoners' release.

Any Small IO" Or» Item Plua For

Ufour J4eaa

MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON

for The Associated Press.
While she has not heard
directly from her husband,
Weir said she has reason to
believe he is still alive.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

r

Jalent

Ljoei ZJo

2 bedroom
Furnished & unfurnished
Air-conditioning
Tenant pays electric & gas
MAKE US AN OFFER
Qualified tenants only pay
$1OO deposit per apartment

ATLANTA (AP) - The wife
of Benjamin Weir, a Presbyterian missionary who was
abducted in Lebanon last
May, said Monday she is convinced the State Department
is not doing enough to gain
her husband's release.
Carol Weir said her husband, whose ministry for the
past 30 years had been in
Cership with the National
gelical Synod of Syria
and Lebanon, is believed to be
held by a Shiite fundamentalist Moslem group.
"I believe the administration must do more and take
some new initiatives to save
Ben's life and the lives of the
other hostages," Weir said
while visiting Atlanta. Secretary of State George Shultz
has told her the U.S. government is working through diplomatic channels to gain her
husband's freedom.
Also held hostage are William Buckley, Peter Kilburn,
the Rev. Lawrence Jenco,
and Terry Anderson, chief
Middle East correspondent

Practice banned

O

352-0717

Wife wants U.S. help

Stephenson and one of his students, Kevin Yau, collaborated with
Hermann Hunger of the University of Vienna in Austria, who is
editing the British Museum's Babylonian astronomical texts. They
reported their findings in the April 18 issue of Nature, a British
scientific journal.
C.B.F. Walker of the British Museum called the report "the first
significant addition to our knowledge of the past history of the
comet" in more than a century.
Halley's comet passes near the Earth every 75 to 80 years. Its last
appearance was in 1910, and it will become visible to the naked eye
again at the end of this year.
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GREENBRIAR INC.

Minister still held

pkn on* 16 01. btl. of
POP
mil with thi>
coupon, P. »4 50 value.
ojt. far when ordering.

^^ I50»od>
Chicago Style •Mra

Good mon-Thu.. ONLY

Malrcuh $6.00
op»n 4 p.m.

Open 6 days a week
Open Evenings Thursday & Friday
and any other evenings by appointment
352.7658
10000000000000

190 S Main St.
Bowling Green w
I

30000000

FREE DELIVERY

I
I
I

l_IZ.iCl X)S
203 N mo* Si
BowriMg CjrVKV 0*0 43407

352-5166

One Coupon Per Order
(.p.... 6 15 »5

Voted Be.tPlna In B.C.

tooiA.
• Find the Silver Bullet Bar and win a
Silver Bullet Bicycle!
• Bar (1-11 A"x 518" x 114") hidden somewhere on campus.
• No digging, climbing or damaging
property necessary.
• Clues posted on clue boards at convenient locations.
■

■

*fe*i

Win a 12-Speed Bicycle
Start your summer out with a brand new 12speed bike. All you have to do is find the hidden
silver bar and the bike is yours.
Hurry! The Hunt Ends on May 10th.
Check the clue boards located in Mark's Pizza,
Sam B's, and Howard's, then start your search for
silver. This contest only lasts for two weeks, so
don't waste any time.
Watch the BG News for more Details!
If you find me silver bar. bring It to Mark's Pizza and presant It to the owner, who wi contact
the campus beer rep.

^

M ETRON
[tec,..
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CLASSIFIEDS: eo- PER LINE SI SO MINIMUM CHARGE PER DAY. 35-40
SPACES PER UNE. 60- EXTRA FOR BOLD TYPE CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS:
$5.45 PER DAY.1 INCH INCREMENTS ONLY; 7 UNE MAXIMUM PER AD
ADVERTISING DEADUNE; TWO OAYS IN ADVANCE BY 4PM CAMPUS/CITY
EVENTS RUN THE FIRST DAY FREE OF CHARGE. SUBSEQUENT ADS
CHARGES BY REGULAR RATE SCALE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENTS SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST LISTING EVERY OTHER TUESDAY
May I 1985

PERSONALS
CAMPUSfCITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ALL AD CLU6 MEMBERS
CLUB PICNIC TONIGHT'
6:00pm CITY PARK

ALPHA DELT BETA TEAM:
YOU'LL ALWAYS BE NUMBER ONE WITH
US! YOU GOTTA LOVE THAT SPIRIT'!
L 11. THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI

Coeege of Education Break last for graduating
seniors, grao studente and then lemaes. faculty
and atafl May 11. 8-9.30 am. Education Btdg

Alpha Gam SeniorsWe reefy appreciate al the herd work and time
you've put m Wei miss you Good luck
Your AGO sailors

5 30 • Chrialiana m Commurvcations wfl have
its but meeting of the year. We wi meet In Ironf
of West Hal Al interested people are
welcome

ALPHA SIG - ALPHA Z, WISH YOU LUCK
AND LOTS OF HAPPINESS.
VOUR ALPHA StQ FRfENO T-H-O— M

tuts Oka
, (emlMeUha wrist, will be
performing on Sat.. May 4 In Joe E. Brown
Theatre. Uni». Hall, tickets are 13-5 and are
available at the door. Child care Is available.
Sponsored by Women tor Women. For more
mo cad 172-2*81
BOSU TRIVIA GAME tO BE PUBLISHED FALL
■J5. STUOCNTS, STAFF, FACULTY. I
ALUMNI ARE ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIt
OUEStlONS FOR THE GAME BY JUNE. 1ST.
SEND O S A TO BOSU TRIVIA do MARKET.
MO DEPT. CAMPUS MAIL: OR 14 OARLYN
OR 1.0 43402, OR CALL 352-8095I372-03II

LOST ft FOUND

Ann. Maryanne. Brenda
Thanks for a KRAZY KAPPA DELTA DATE
PARTY1 We had the beat time, you KD's are tee
oh-oh fun'
Love. PM. Ken. Dave
Bacchus would Ilka to thank out going
officers Carrie Auetlng. Sonla Winner, Mike
Van Voorhis and Beth Hettlnoer. Also
welcome in new officers Art wmhiie. Christy
Bland, Angel Schleppal end Kens Schupp.
Last meeting is Weds. May 1. Opm, at Putts
Plus.

BERRIES
Restaurant In Harshman
will be closed
from May 3 - June 12

DESPAHATELY
SEEKING
SUSAN
This stranger Is hopeful...
very hofasfot

JACK€ SABA - I'm eo proud ol my big!
Congretuletiona on being voted Beta Queen.
way to go- Love ■ Amy
What can I possibly say? You two mean so
much to me and I would have never made it
through this year without you! I love yal
lof. Datum
JOHNNMI KARAS
TO OUR FAVORITE FRAT RAT' GET
PSYCHED FOR GRADUATION ONLY 10
MORE DAYS— THE BROTHERHOOD WILL
NEVER BE THE SAME1 THE BROTHERS WILL
ALL MISS YOU. HOPE YOU CAN MAKE IT
BACK FOR BETA' KME LOVE AND TOLERATION -^JANET AND ANOEL
Karm. Nat. and Unda.
Only 10 more days to be together Not nearly
enough time to do everything we'd Ike to I w*
reefy miss you guys. Thanks lor everything •
especlafy your friendship
Love. Carole
LAVAUER - WHAT A PAIR. CONGRATULATIONS RIC ANO KELLY FROM YOUR NEW
ROOMMATE THOM
LIuMkHsMl
Congretuletlons on your Initiation Into
Omlcron Delia Kappal What's nan?! Oh, yeteas next yesrt Gotta krve that peddle.
Love, your little Judy Louise

FOUND Light green contact case with soft
contact lenses in South Hal Cat 372-2515

SERVICES OFFERED
• FOOTS TYPING •
SI page <ds) On-campus pick up (M—F)
4 00pm 669-2579
TUCKER TYPING
Professional equipment (or your needs Can
Nancy 35? 0809
STUDENTS nave al your typing needs done
piolessionaty We type term papers.
dissertations, thesis, book rnanusenpts
resumes a any general typing
Also experience m legal 4 medical typing
Bong this ad m for special discount
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES
686 6945 Bowing Green

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo OH
SAT ' LSAT • GRE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
-C PA REVIEW*
•STATE NURSING BQARDS-NCLEX•
Chad care done m my home References
avaaaole Cai 352 8050 or 352 6100
Custom se*nng, tattering and alterations Call
352 6050 or 3526100

Abort-on. pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

419-255-7769

UVE ROCK TONIGHT'
HALF-PRICED DRINKS
NO COVER
SHOW STARTS 10PM
MAIN ST

Delta Tau Delta and Alphe Phi AlphaThe Atone Xi's would bke to thenk you for being
such greet Greek Week partners Hope you
had as much fun as we did'
Beet of luck to an the graduating seniors ol
Delta Sigma Pi* Wei mkw you' Don't forget
your brothers back here' Love, Pinny a Lee
Chipper DYou've always been a celebrity to me. and now
even the Theta Xl'a realized it Congrats on
receiving the Senior Celebrity" award
As always. Annette
CONGRATS - KELLY AND RIC. NOBOOY
WISHES YOU BETTER —
VOUR FRIENO THOM
Congratulations to the following Alpha Xl'a
for their recent achievements:
Our greet Greek Week rep. Stacy Taylor
New Pommerette. Evette Hodon,
Scholarship recipients Susan Bares and
Evette Hodon
Outstanding tennis player, Korey Kersher.
The newest member of the BO Orchestra,
Kirsten Sutton
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Craig,
I had a great time Fnday night I owe irieeMng
you al to Natahe l only have one regret - that I
didn't meet you sooner Love ya. Carole
C B and C D Hope you two have greet 21st
b days m P-burgh and France1 Good luck next
year oil-campus. C B - I with you wel' COLooking forward to being neighbors next year1
Have a great summer1 j C
DELTA SIGMA PI
To those popular guys DAVE CALDWELL and
TOM RIDLEY, and to KAREN NOEL - you "HUe
rascals." you're so cute' You're graduating
even though we told you not to' Just remember
thst wel rmss you' We wish you the beet ol
luck and lots of happiness1 Come back and aee
Love. "The Dynamic Duo" Ginny & Leetush
P S Dave, do you move to dose the 1984-85
school year? We second the motion'

F Rmte own both 1 bed Pool, laundry, coble,
utwtree Iree (En phone 4 elect I Nice, start May
15 CefJufa or Jodie 3S3-0888
Two mala roornmalee needed for Summer
and/or Fal House on NW side ol town Rent
SlOO/mo plus share ol mwt.es Cat anytime

TONIGHT
TWO UVE BANDS
HALF-PflrCEO WINKS
NO COVER
SHOW STARTS 10 PM
MAIN ST

.

BGSU Trlvw Game * Coming
Fsl'86
Hey RUz,
Za be doe! Now loo*, et you! Hey buddy,
congratulations on you Phi Pat-Aloha Phi
laveuerlng to Lisa Seckl
-Your Phi Pal brothers
P.S. Bowie waa right altar an...
Ch-Ctl-Ch Changes.

Found Camera at Beta 500 on Saturday To
recover eel Theresa 2-5728
Womans 5 speed Brke lor Safe
Good shape, recent tune up Call Juse 2-4626

__.

352-9322
WANTED: FEMALE NS ROOMMATE FOR
FALL SEMESTER OR FALL
1985/86
SCHOOL YEAR CALL DEBBIE AT 382-2208

To Strawberry Shortcake, Dr.Ruth. and the
Mute lailas P.C.B.Ml. and Ell
Do you toss onion rings while you solve the
world's preblatnan Hey, it's caauall! Do you
"mute It" or wear contraceptives?? Ouch.
IAIYI Never target the lun limes this year
bend, Main Sweet, a queeex. Bowling
Orweenewy. the Great Crate heist. KrogerIng, Seech bumming It with the wizard
(sounds gross, huh?!, the Big Watt (guess
what that Is!), pizza toss, and the hours spent
talking together about feminine products.
Wall miss you Lt.ll Tanks lor the
memories, Boy George 1 Dwoopy
P.t. Don't forget Spring Brook neat year
"Florida or BUST!"

Urgently needed. F roommate for ineapanalve.
close to campus apartment Col Ruth 3521245

Female roommate lor '86 faf/sprlng semesters
to share Moose Home. Own bodioom, moans
ol trinaporSflttn needed OH Joy 352-0958
3 BG GRAOS NEED 1 RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
TO SHARE CONOO IN HILTON HEAD, SC FOR
SUMMER APP $l90/mo NCL UTILITIES
CALL 352 0020 A8AP

NckEsber
Lightning doesn't strike twice " Same theme.
same drtnk, same date, but thank God a
different fate C^ngratuialons. we're so proud
of you Love, your dale and her roommate
PHILLIP JAMES-.
Hey. what's up doc? Come over for some more
cartoons or just give me a call
i think you re great' Love. Karen
Phi Pal's.
Thanks to all of you (especially Jim and
Thorn) tor all of your love and support the last
4 years, and especially this year with Joe
being away. You guys are the graetesttt
Love ya. Dawn (Peechcakos)

To Vie leSiailiig people: Wog. Hob, Bok,
Wink. Puts, Farn. Wally. T-Momas Sty, Vic,
0.1. Jimbo. Cuv. Woge, Skews, Blstock.
take, Brendan and Gary, Thanks lor s lot ol
greet times end a lot of greet memories these
past row years. These years will not be
forgotten. Good luck to an of you In your
future endeavor a. And as for you Lorl. I'll see
you Saturday night.
AT.
To the gang at Factllne:
Thai has boon a groat year ■ and a lot of It la
because ol you! You guys are really lerrlllc
end I've truly enjoyed working arith you! I'll
mkuyoull
Love, WHUe

SMMKri EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
We ere en established, Toledo based distributing company with exerting ssles positions
■ .allabla starling May 1]th through August
31sl.
WE OFFER:
-Opportunity to sem 1200-400 per week
•Bess salary, commission, expenses
'Exceptional training with pay
' Opportunity to travel
•Possibility to work e home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire lor the sales
experience, dependable car, be able to work
lull time, have a desire to need to earn at
laest 12,000 this summer.
CALL (419) 182-3712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
5151 Monroe St., Toledo, OH 43823

Apt for Sublet Summer Cat 362-3108

WANTED
Roommate wanted.
'-One ncivarnoklng female roommate needed
for summer, second five-week session, good
location $50 00 Cal 2-5787 lot information
7th

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.000-$50.000ryr
possible Al occupations Cal 1-805-687
6000 Ext H 9849 10 lino out how

F. rmte. for summer to share turn apt Very
nice 372-4722

Breakfast cook. E>p on gra. Keeays Island
Houamg avertable 14191 746-2367

WANTED 2 lemale roommates needed tor 85
86 school year For more Into oaf 372-4616

Mass with car lor yard work & general cleanup
686-4527 ater 8 pm

STUDENT COURT would Hte to congratulate
Linda Pekthach as Chief of Defense, Jim Caaey
aa Chief of Proeecutton You're both #1
choices' Lets make 1985 86 the most produc
t.ve year ever'

Wanted- 2 t rmts for 85-86 school yr Rent
raeaonable. Close to campus Cal Amy or Linda
al 372-4269

Position open lor feme! WSI st gats summer
camp Black favor Ranch Croawel. Mich

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 85 88
FRAZEE APT CALL DOTTY 372-3835

Summer Pants Assorted Styles
& colors Reg $19 95 531 95
SALE $9 95$ 17 95
Jeans N Things

Rmte wanted - Summer-Fal furnished a
reasonable - Cal Pete 372-2680. 5-5:30
weekdays

Clerks, typists, secretaries needed for short A
long term temporary jobs Please cal 471
9085 No lees, no contracts EOE M F H
VICTOR TEMPORARY SERVICES

You know what (who?) you're rriieatng.. The*
HARD about it"

3A
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 8pm
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

BGSU

1977 650 Yamaha $600

Cal BB 2-5640

FOR SALE - A-Frame lofl and plant board
University approved toft tits In any standard
dorm room Aatung $80 for loft. $10 lor plant
board Cal Diane at 372 5341

1 bdrm. studio lor 1 person only Fal 9 or 12
mo lease 5 to 7 bats Irom campus 372-

1313)8792506

Engineer
Entry level or exp Cal ua today at 419-4711440 JOB EXCHANGE, Smal lea

Wanted: 1 female roommate for Fal and Spring
1985-86 Nice apartment close to campus.
Cal 372-1534
1 Bedroom apt for rent this summer Fum . al
utotles paid On Manvtse Price negotiable. Cal

Office Managers
Expand your proflesslonal abeliee Cal us
today at 419-471-1440 JOB EXCHANGE.
Smal IPS

354 8583

"NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS"|Mass I Men Kee-Nac lor Boys/
Danbe* lor Gala Counselor Positions for
Program Speaekele Al Land Sports plus.
Arta/Theatre/Dance. Gymnastics. Rocketry.
Ropes Course. Al Waterfront Acrttvrles
■deluding Swimming. Diving, Smal Craft, plus
overnight camping. Computers, Videotaping
and more, tnouae Camps Mah-Kee-Nac/
Danboe. 190 Linden Avenue. Gam Ridge. NJ
07028. Phone (201) 429 8522

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED FOR 85 86
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FOR MORE INFO
CALL 354-8417 or 2-4461
Girts needed to aublwe apt anytime in summer. Cheap and dose to campus Cal 3648404
Roommate needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt Corner ol S College I Napoleon.
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141
WANTED NS Fern Rmmte lor '85-86 Apt
clone to campus Can Sue or Kathy 354 7802

HELP WANTED:
A BG Sorority Is In mad ol a cook tor IMSIS. It interested, please cell 372-4001, 3722071, 372-5194, 372-4907 for more Information, n's ■ chance to develop friendships and
to be a part of e tunloytng Qroup.

WANTED 2 maw roommates lor 85-86
school year. Winthrop North Apis
$ 130 'month unities ncluded Cal 354-7749
ask lor Jan.

Summer babysitter. 3 children, my home. 2 t/2
days week Starting 6)1/85 354-1033

1 F. Rmte for summer term Fum., utwtes
paid Own bdrm $212 00 lor summer. CM
slier 5 00pm 354-7711

SEVEN FOOT COUCH. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. 3721048

Muttivox Bass Amp and Lotus Bass Guitar, both
leas than one year ok), exceeent condition, wll
sal separately Cal Greg (354-74331 Negotiable

4933

MB,

matching love seat

Rainbow Co-op nursery seeking part-ttmo
teacher Degree roq. Resumes to P.O Box
243, BO by May 4. 1985

Attention Students
National Hearth A Nutrition Firm seeking 10
part-time people to sol products. Earn
$300 00 to $500 00 par month Ful lime
opportunity available For Information cal 8932323

Attention Trivia Buffs
We need your help writing
O > A lor BOSU Trivia game
Send by June 1st to BGSU Trivia
campus mas. Co Marketing Dept or
14 Dertyn Dr BG OH 43402 or cal
352-8O9S/372-0311

on

For Sale
A Frame toft $80.00.
$50 00 Cal 2-5787

FOR SALE Green leather chair $50 or best
otfet Jamie 354-8427

Summer fobs tor Akron-Cleveland residents
$7 06 starting rate Apply alter flnals/slart after
finals Ful time only 140 positions must be
mod Forappt eel 7860015 11 am-5pm.

11 ATTENTION QRAOUATINQ SENIORS"
OON'T FORGET VOUR PARENTS ON MAY
11: PARENT APPRECIATION PLAOUES ARE
MERE1 FOnMORE INFO CALL 354-1972

apart

LOFT FOR SALE. 0000 SHAPE $50 PLUS
THE COST OF THIS AD CALL BILL 372-5983
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM SI
(U Rope*]. Also desnquent lax property Cal 1 606-687-6000 Exl OH-9849 lor information
Exceeent seats tor the Toledo Symphony May
3 Price i-QQotiotxe Cal Cheryl 372-5974

Photographera Salaried position now avail for
personable ambrtioua photographer. Summer
and or tm time We wtl provide further training
resulting In both candid A portrait photography
Send resume to Woodard Photography BK
550 Goodrich Rd Bolevue. OH 44811

Summer (ob available from mid-Moy to midAugust interviewing dents A processing appecabone In a Human Services Dept Desire an
Individual w/oxceeant interpersonal skies 4 a
major m Psych . Soc . or Social Work Fluency
In Spanish desireeble Exceeent salary « working condrlione Sand resume to Aas't Director
P O Boa 866. Froomont. OH. 43420 E O E

Waay, the pest 2 monthe have boon mtereshng.
and very funt Behove yourself or youl end up
in your wheelchair with a mohawk' II miss you
thoj summer • Oon'l forget to write'
Love. Joante

2 females to share turn
SIOQlmo Cal 372 5589

BGSU Trivia Game «s Coming
Fat'65

HeTs used furniture 4 miacesaneous
17708N Dixie Hgwy
Open 10 « 6 Mon -Sal

Two Platform Lotts, good condition $80 or bast
otter Cal 372-6071

HELP WANTED

Guaranteed Weight Loos
10-29 bs first month
Natural Safe. Effective Col 8B3-2323

MARY CAY McNAMARA
Thanks for befog such a greet big! Good luck
on your finals • I can't watt until next year!
Love. Karen
P.S- I'm sorry I missed your consfng out I

FOR SALE

FOR SALE 1973 OLDS OMEGA. 2 DOOR 6
CYL AUTOMATIC. P/5, P/B NICE INTERIOR
AND BODY 52,000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
$160- NEGOTIABLE 354-8268

76 VW Van Good cond. $1800 Cal 3545608 after 6 pm
FOR SALE 2 person 1B84 Eureka tent, used
5 dsys $120 or best offer 372-0080 or 3541740
1980 Chevy Chevetle. 4 speed Tit wheel,
root rack, good gas mileage $2,200 or best
oiler 354 1628
For Sale: 1980 VW Rabtxl Diesel 4 speed AMFM Stereo. AC While. 4 door 54.000 m

$3200 354-1159
FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUPREME B/W REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR • MOB. (REG. SMt.OO) SELLING FOR
$200. CALL SAW OR FAD! AT 352431} or
352*141
1975 Grand Fury Ptymoth Aa la $700 Avail
able after May 20th Inquire al 352-5610
Tape Deck - Akai. w/Dotoy A and B. conimuoua
play leeture Must sea $220 Cal 352 4323
evarsnpa.
_____^_
74' Honda Civic ■ new starter, drive belt and
battery Good go to work car Must sen $300
Cal 352 4323 evoninga
Chrietmae tree • 3 ft flocked Greet lor dorm
room Asking $40 Cal 352-4323 evervnga

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Next to Sam B'a Rest (across from Harshman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVCE-24 hrs /day
FREE HEAT s CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Ubrary t Music Btdg
Next to restaurants, book store, laundry mat.
bank A cany-out. Cal Tom at 352-1800 eve
A wkenda or 352-4673 Mon Fn m A M
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across from Harshman Dorm
Cal Tom al 352-1800 eve A wkenda
or 352-4673 Mon Fri in AM
Summer Leeses Now Available
Flexible leasing, pool. AC . I bedroom. $160
per month. 2 bedroom. $210per month Cal
354-3533. 12*
Furnlehed house lor 4. 319 E. Evers Summer
rates 669 3036
l two-bedroom apartment1 Eigth Street
Apartments • 9 1/2 month lease $275'monrh
plus gas and electric Cal Kim 372-3463 or
Marca 385-3323
Two bedroom apartment avertable for summer
Must sublease Price negotiable Cal 354
8875 or 364-8929
HOUSE FOR RENT FOR SUMMER PERFECT
LOCATION. ACROSS FROM FtODGERS
GIRLS NEEDED. VERY REASONABLE. CALL
AT NIGHT 354 8181
4 bdrm house, dose lo campus and downtown $400-$500 CM 364-6806 after 6 pm
Semester teases avaaooll for efficiency opts
(Fal) $265/mo includes TV A Cable Al uM .
luly lum 354-3182 114

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cal 354-2280 or 352-65C3
John Newtove Reel Eatate
319 E Wooster

For summer - one block Irom campus One 3
bedroom apt. one 1 bedroom apt Cal 3530342 before noon or after 4 pm
A Apta lor 1985'86 school year
SmrttvBoggs Rentals 352-9457 brwn 12
4pm or 352-8917 alter 6 00pm
Summer rates at Campus Manor Includes air
axMlreoning 1 parson $160/mo., 2-4 person
S210/mo. Specie! on Fal rates tor the next ton
days Cal 352-9302

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Mkhd JaTTe
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

ACROSS
Vaudeville
comedian
Marsh denizen
interned
Song tor
Sutherland
New Zealand
native
Court wear
Burdens for
business

.» E*0?*.
20
21
23
25
26
29
33
34
36
36
37
36
jv
40
41
42
44
45
46
46

2 Mining town
in Venezuela
3 Trumpeier Al
4 Conltrmed
5 Ads the ham
0 Physician of
ancient Oreece
7 Ruler at
.weenies
0 London autue
9 Swedish
biochemist
Am

*

church mouee
62 Bomoeck el al
63 Takes the
settee
DOWN
t lakers'
measures

49 .9thoen.
French
composer
50 Fly high
52 USSR range
53 Essence
54 Concordes.
tor short
57 Grog
Ingredient

ANSWER TO PREVWU.. PtlZZLf'

Pall
11 Causing
Outete
ameiament
Fanetlc
12 Woodwind
Hall-moon
13 TV tare
figure
IS Foslrvele
Large
22 Splttyciothee
ungulatoe
24 Cells lor
Proof
28 Place to
"A Lesson from
break breed
": Fugard
27 Stranger
Australian
28 ending
avlana
movement, in
vour, long ago
music
Booby or dodo
aoOldlimers
Auto followers
31 Liturgical
Male raccoon
melody
nenieo
I? courts in old
Butcher'ecuta
England
Thin out
t
1
Like some
I
jewelry
II
Banquet
offerings
One ola
deny three
Durable fsbric
a whlatle
1

lemera
55 Knack
56 Orating on a
caatle gateway
56 Oar
59 Cookbook
direction
M Orient
61 Like the

34 Pennsylvania
pod
37 Disintegrate
38 Prickly shruoe
40 Ravrboned
41 French soldier
43 Sparse
44 Hauls in and
lashes a sail
47 Terra
40 Fellow

'
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CM 352-7454
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks from campus* 12 mo
Can 352-7454
SUMMER ratea i
2 bedroom apartments
CH 362-7464
MINER APTS.
2 bedroom, furnished,
Air cond.. Laundry tscllttlee
Cable TV 1 water
Paid lay owner
$475.00 TOTAL
312-7112

3 bdrm house on Lehman Ave
downtown Cal 352 5822

Close to

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDnsDNINQ, FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVtSION. EFFICIENCY, LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASINQ FOR SUMMER A FALL
461 THURSTW AVE 352-5435
txJtttsCrVFALL RENTALS:
lumlshed. AC sots Excellent
location, raeaonable rent. 1-BR (summer
only) end 2 BR (summer and/or next year)
CaH 352-4MA
2 bedroom apta avsiable Dele 352-4380
12-4Tues-Sal

.._
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11

DELUXE 2 bedroom spt
Close to campus

ROCKLEDQE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm., turn apt
rkehwasher. extra storage
Comer of S. Cossoe A Sixth
Col 362-3S41 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Adjecent campus Nice 2 bdrm turn apt aval.
Fal 352-7805 • ext 49, Altar 6:30352 3406

"
'

Two bedroom apartments tor summer
2863

352

Rooms for rent across Irom wlndmsl AvsaeXes
summer and/or next school year 1/2 Irom
campus Cal 362-1707 after 5 pm
FOR RENT Apt duplex tor 3 people Lower
duplex tor 4 people Phone 362-0639

